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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an investigation into the Fibre Instrument Feed (FlF) SALT Its is to provide the 
groundwork that will lead to the detailed design and manufacture of such an instrument that is to be completed 
by the time SALT is commissioned in mid-2004. 

Three major parts are lJn~se;nted. 

The first part provides a background to the It begins with an introduction to telescope design and 
optical concepts. It then gives a brief history and discussion of the (HEr), on which the 
design is based. That being a fixed-altitude, segmented primary mirror, which is restricted to 
observing objects that pass through a "window" 12° wide the vertical. This design also means that 
the light collecting area of the telescope (the moves off the primary mirror array, in size and 
shape, to track an object. This migrating pupil is significant in the following section. In addition, the reader is 
introduced to the properties of fibre that are of i.e. scrambling and Focal Ratio Degradation 
(FRD), to the of a Fibre Instrument Feed. which, a history of multiple object spectroscopy is 

the HET's FIF is discussed with the problem telecentric angle variation. This is an 
effect where ray of a light bundle increases its the plane's normal as its radial 
position in the field increases - the HEr's telecentric is 1.6°. 

The presents a detailed investigation into the that the migrating pupil has on the fibre optic's 
output beam on a bench mounted pupil simulator at the Pennsylvanian State University. This rig was used to 
study the variations in modulation (ratio the trough depth to the peak in the fibre'S output beam 
profile) and Full Width Half Maximum (the width of the beam at maximum FWHM). In one 
case, the modulation was found to vary from 17 - 37% and the FWHM by 3%. Such variations will 
systenlatlfc errors in precision radial velocity measurements. For these types of demanding observations, a fibre 
scrambler need to be employed to increase the radial scrambling. 

in the third part, a test the scrambling and FRD of is 
because it is to build a successful FIF for SALT its fibres need to be well 

characterised. Additionally, in this the SALT's focal is discussed and COl"re:'if)O'na,!nf! 
positioners. The SALT will have a field that is twice as at the HEr's but the telecentric angle variation, 
when the increases to 4.60. To Ught loss, mechanisms that can move in X, Y,O and I/J are 
presented to align the fibre optic with the ray. It is shown that the telecentic angle variation can be 
removed optically with a doublet but adds field curvature with sag amounting to -3mm. This would simplify the 

positioner to motions in X, Yand Z A perpendicularly mounted linear translation stages on a 
parallelogram flexure mechanism is recommended. 
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AAO 

AAT 

Aperture 

Astigmatism 

CCD 

Celestial 

Critical 

Declination 

GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS 

Observatory. 

The 3.9m at near Coonabarabran, Australia. 

The diameter of a lens or mirror that allows a bundle of unobstructed rays to pass. 

Aberration of a lens where the horizontal and vertical lines have different focal points. 

Charge Device. 

The of the sky onto an that can then be described by spherical 

coordinates. 

The ray that passes through the centre of the aperture stop in an system. 

There is a critical et, under which a ray at an interface of two media will 

along the interface. Consider Snell's ::::: nrsine" with e t ::::: 90°, then 

. n 
arcsin 

n i 

A coordinate on the celestial equivalent to earth's latitude. 

Exitance Flux a surface per unit area. 

FIF Fibre Instrument Feed. 

Fisherman-around-the-Pond A of Multi-Fibre 1 Multi Positioner MOS where the are controlled 

fIRatio 

Focal Ratio 

FW13.5 

FWHM 

RET 

IRAF 

Irradiance 

LRS 

Magnitude 

actuators distributed about the focal surface. Each probe accesses a proportion of the total area. 

or fl# or flNumber, Ratio of the focal length of an optical to the diameter of the 

i.e. f 'i:: 
Note: When d is large cornpared to f, the fl# is small. This beam is referred to as "fast" 

to the early photographic days because photographs taken with faster fl# shorter 

exposure times. conversely "narrow" beams where d is small compared to f. are termed "slow". 

Consf~quent.ly the fIRatio of a beam may be referred to in terms of "speed". 

or the effect whereby the of the input beam becomes faster upon emergence from 

the fibre optic. It is a result of rays scattering as they reflection at the core/cladding 

interface. 

Full Width at Xz or 13.5% maximum 

Full Width Half Maximum 50% maximum IIIltmSI1LY 

Hobby-Eberly The progenitor of the Southern African eJe:sc()pe sited at 

McDonald Observatory in West Texas. 

Reduction and Analysis Facility, a data reduction package. 

Amount of energy incident on a surface per unit time per unit area. 

The Low Resolution mounted on the tracker at the RET. 

The scale used by astronomers to measure the int1ensity of an object in the 
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MOS 

n 

PFIP 

Ascension 

SAC 

SALT 

Snell's Law 

Aberration 

TIR 

Total Internal Reflection 

UKST 

UV 

VB 

Zenith 

ZEMAX 

\. 

(m ex: -2.510g lO(intensity». 

n.uU"ll-m .. Object Spectroscopy. 

Index of refraction of a which is the ratio of the of an ectJronlagnetic wave in a 

vacuum (c 2.998 x 108 mls) to the speed in that 

(nair"" 1.0003, nwaler"" 1.333, I\:iiamond "'" 2.419) 

Prime Focus Instrument Platform on the RET. 

An of the in an The first in an system is caned 

an entrance pupil and the last pupil is referred to as the exit pupil. It is useful in describing 

whether a ray will pass through an optical or not. 

A coordinate on the celestial equivalent to earth's longitude. 

Aberration Corrector. 

Southern African Large 

Law of retractio]tl, n I sin (J I n I sin (J t ' where n is the index of refraction (refer (J is the 

angle the ray makes with the normal to the interface, the subscripts i refer to the incident ray 

and t to the transmitted ray. 

The effect where rays at different distances from the optical axis of a spherical element are 

brought to a different focal which cause a zone of confusion. 

Total Internal Reflection. 

Occurs once an incident ray exceeds the critical angle for an optical interface as described 

Snell's Law. 

United Schmidt ele:sc()De sited at 

Ultraviolet (lnm < A < --,J"VUUU. 

VisualBASIC 

The point on the celestial sphere that is f111""'rtllv above the observer. 

Optical Program by Focus Inc. 
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1. INTROD CTION 

When one looks through the of a telescope many celestial are seen - each a massive structure of radiating gas 
and dust. Some are stars in various of evolution - blue hot infants or cooler red white dwarfs; binary 

with mass violent supernovae, globular or even on a 
much scale: clusters of These all have a different signature: each secret of its nature, and 
any of these objects in the field of view of the telescope are observable. To study these objects, astronomers have a number of 
tools at their the most common is the that disperses the light into its component 
wavelengths or called a to increase the resolution of its spectrum, a slit needs be placed over the 

of interest. throws away the other if there was a way to take the spectra 
of a number of these and increase observing many times. 

Fibre optics have the to guide light and can be used to arrange the random of 
reconfigure it into the entrance slit of a spectrograph. We now have a means of simultaneously 
instrument is called the Fibre Instrument Feed or FIF on the BET. 

in the field of view and 
many spectra. Such an 

the optical telescope in the southern hemisphere, it is called the Southern African 
and is based on the design of a in West Texas called the Telescope (BET). These 

deviate from classical by 'not having a parabolic primary mirror as in the design but a fixed-
altitude mirror. It means that the focus and the entrance pupil migrate across the primary reflector as an is 
tracked across the This lends itself to fibre fed because it is desirable to minimise the tracking mass to 
increase the and pointing accuracy of the By not having the astronomical spectrograph up at the focus 
point, the scrambling properties of the fibres can then be used to remove some of the memory of the due to the 
migrating pupil. It also means that the can be on an bench in an controlled room. 
Because there is no gravitational on the instrument (it is not the '",n'''''''Jp"" 
techniques can be and because flexure is no a consideration. more money can be spent on 11Tn'Tn'vp" 

Other advantages are humidity and can be held constant and that the instrument can be mounted in an 
evacuated chamber. In the SALTIHET design the spectrograph is located in a basement beneath the telescope for these 
reasons. 

pl~"'''''.l<'''''. This includes an introduction to the fibre optics; a short 
"A<ULl~H"'" of instruments. The section ends with the examination of the BET's FIF. 

The third section is an examination into the effects that the migrating pupil has on the output of fibres, carried out at the 
Pennsylvania State This investigation underlines the importance of careful selection of fibres for the instrument and 
in particular the of the fibres. 

The fourth section proposes a test rig to characterise the properties of fibre 
and develops the concept for such an instrument for SALT. 

used in the design of a Fibre Instrument Feed 
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2. ACKGROUND 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

When completed in 2004, the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT) will be the largest optical telescope in the southern 
hemisphere - a 10 metre-class telescope. It will have approximately 25 times the collecting area of the largest telescope 
presently in South Africa: the 1.9m Radcliffe reflector at Sutherland, the South African Astronomical Observatory's field 
station in the Karoo, Northern Cape. SALT is based on the Hobby-Eberly Telescope (BET; see Figure 1) at the University of 
Texas at Austin's McDonald Observatory in West Texas (Buckley, 2000; Buckley, et ai, 2000; Stobie, et ai, 2000). 

Figure 1: HET Pictures (photographs courtesy of McDonald Observatory). 

SALT will be built by an international collaboration of partners including (Stobie, et ai, 2000; SALT Web site l
): 

The National Research Foundation of South Africa. 
Nicolaus Copernicus Astronomical Centre of the Polish Academy of Sciences . 
The Hobby-Eberly Telescope Board. 
Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey. 
Georg-August-Universitat Gottingen. 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

• Carnegie Mellon University. 
The University of Canterbury, New Zealand. 
A consortium of United Kingdom universities and institutions . 

The Hobby-Eberly Telescope Board is a consortium of universities: University of Texas at Austin, Pennsylvania State 
University, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat MUnchen, Georg-August-Universitat Gbttingen and Stanford University . They 
are providing the designs, expertise, and possibly some hardware and software (Ramsey, et ai, 1998) . 

On 1st June 1998, the South African Department of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology (DACST) committed itself to 
funding 50% of the capital construction cost over 5 years ; it backed this project as its "flagship" for Science and Technology. 
However, conditions outlined in the SALT Collateral Benefits Plan (Stobie, et a1, 1999) are attached to this support . This plan 
essentially states that, wherever possible, spending must be maximised within South Africa, technology transfer must be 
accomplished, and additional educational benefits be realised. 

On the 25"1 November 1999, Dr Ben Ngubane, Minister of DACST gave the approval for the construction of SALT (Stobie, et 
ai, 2000) and the groundbreaking occurred on 1st September 2000. 

In this section, attention is paid to the novel design of the telescope and how it is suited to fibre optics . This is followed by a 
discussion of fibres themselves and the history of multiple object spectroscopy, including examples of instruments that use fibre 
optic technology. The section ends with an examination of the instrument that positions fibres in the field of view of the BET, 
the Fibre Instrument Feed (FIF) . 

I www.sall.ac.zaJteamlindex.html 
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2.2 THE TELESCOPE 

SALT will be the southern 
The SALT and HET are a first in new 

mirror. 

2.2.1 Basic conce'pts 

2.2.1.1 The Celestial Coordinate 

The celestial is an of infinite radius centred on the observer with all astronomical onto 
Positions of can thus be described by two The two coordinate systems used are the 

system and altitude and azimuth system ,_"'_1"_'" 

2.2.1.1.1 The "n'''''''',"U7 

Aries" (cc1rresp(mding 
seconds, while /) is 

and is 

2.2.1.1.2 The Altitude & Azimuth 

The Altitude & Azimuth 
which has been rotated 
be described in terms of 
called altitude. 

2.2.1.2 

The Earth's <>tr11f,<·,..,hPFP 

mass as the pressure 

on 

and declination If the terrestrial coordinate system is 
and /) to latitude. It follows that the 

t'lh·,prvpr and the celestial i.e. the of the Earth's 
is the co-latitude the observer. a is measured eastwards from the "First Point of 

jjV~'''''''' at the Autumn March) and minutes and 
from the celestial equator for for the southern 

arc-minutes and arc-seconds. 

'~"b"--'- onto the celestial 
to the observer's horizon. The IJV.>1"UU of the celestial can then 

the horizon from the Northern called and the elevation the 

in irradiance and in direction. in irradiance can 
the latter due to air as lenses that increase 
The direction due to refraction an 

cells of different densities and 
hence refractive index that are with a blurred disc 

of the energy of the the focal measured 
or the radius of the circle that encloses 50 or 80% of the energy of the beam 

2.2.1.3 

the of stars from the ancient Greeks who named the 
All visible stars could be on this scale. counter 

cOITesponcls to a fainter source. In modem has been correlated to the 
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2.2.1.4 

1.4.1 Beam 

Beam beam. The term comes from nh,"'''nr~ 

a measurement exposes and is thus called "fast beam", 

that is 
number 

exposes in of time and is called a "slow beam". The focal ratio 
is the measure of that beam 

where f is the focal 
the thus a 

2.2.1.4.2 Plate Scale 

Plate scale is the ratio of the 

greater beam 

2.2.2.1 

U:"'O~I..<')IJ'" may use either 
element it uses. One that uses both 

2.2.2.1.1 

f 1# 

It can be seen that the smaller the for a focal the 

distance between two on the to the linear distance in the focal surface 
or for CCD arc-seconds per A fast with a 

<lU;:;-"l..<dJC than a slower beam for the same linear dimension at the surface. 

2.2.2 General 

will be named after the 

Hans is credited for the invention of the ~~+~,.,.~.~ However, Galileo was the first person to turn 

revolutionised the way man 
the 

te1<:sc,)oe in his of the Galilean moons about 
on the Moon. He also saw the of Venus and Sun These discoveries 

about Universe in which he dwelled because confirmed that the Universe was not 
beliefs at the 

A uses made of The power of the lens is determined 
of refraction of the material. The index of refraction is U"If.'''IIUI::!Il, which means that different waivelenlgtllS 

a lens have different focal or N'''Tm,n<~·f1 of many is focused there is no 
focus. This is termed chromatic aberration and can be corrected different types of with 

to form a lens, 

(hnp:llaslro.uchicago,edulyerkesl) 

distort under own 
the Yerkes 40·inch 

~prv"'f'lnr in Wisconsin. 
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Figure 2: Yerkes 40-inch refractor (yerkes Observatory Photograph). 

2.2.2.1.2 Reflecting Telescopes 

A coated mirror is used as the optical element in a reflecting telescope. The coating, usually aluminium, silver or gold 
(depending on the desired spectral response), is applied to the first surface and is often unprotected . Reflecting telescopes have 
the advantage over refracting telescopes in that the mirror can be supported evenly from behind enabling the largest single 
mirrors today up to -8m in diameter (Subaru, Gemini, VLT). Even bigger mirror apertures can be realised by segmenting 
smaller mirrors into a much larger array. Examples include Keck I & II (with 36 mirrors) and the HET (with 91 mirrors). 
Reflecting telescopes do not suffer from chromatic aberrations. 

Examples of reflecting telescopes include the Newtonian, Cassegrain and Gregorian designs . Newton placed a parabolic mirror 
at the bottom of the telescope tube and a secondary flat mirror in the beam at the top to fold the focus through 90 degrees . 
Cassegrain put a convex secondary mirror before the prime focus that directs the light to a focus back through a hole in the 
primary. The Gregorian telescope is similar to the Cassegrain except tbe convex secondary mirror is placed beyond the prime 
focus . 

2.2.2.1.3 Catadioptric Telescopes 

A good example of the catadioptric telescope is the Schmidt Telescope (or Camera) which has a spherical primary (which is 
free from astigmatism) and a thin correcting aspheric lens in the front to remove the spherical aberration. Schmidt telescopes 
are used in wide field survey work. 

2.2.2.2 Telescope Mountings 

2.2.2.2.1 Equatorial Mount 

Early astronomical telescopes were mounted equatorially, because of the simplicity in tracking an object across the sky during 
the course of a night. An amateur telescope mounted in such a way is shown in Figure 3. This arrangement of axes align the 
telescope in space such that only one axis needs to be controlled to keep an object in view, accounting for the Earth's rotation . 
The telescope is pointed by setting it in declination (Dec) and in Right Ascension (RA). When the RA or Polar Axis points 
directly at the celestial pole, i.e. it is aligned with the Earth's rotation axis, the Earth's rotation is effectively removed by 
driving about this axis at the same rate of rotation (i.e. 1 rotation in 23 hS6In

). 
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2.2.2.2.2 Altitude-Azimuth Mount 

Equatorial mounts require a dome that is large enough for the telescope to point in all directions. Another mounting technique 
- the Altitude-Azimuth (ALT-AZ) mount - can lead to a far smaller dome (and thus decreased cost). The mount cradles the 
primary mirror, tipping it in altitude and rotating it about in azimuth (see the schematic of Keck I & II in Figure 4). The 
instrument is required to be rotated along the arc of the track to stop the images smearing (field rotation). This mount, which 
can enclose the telescope with minimal space wastage, requires a far more sophisticated control of these three degrees of 
freedom. Proliferation of the computer industry was required to realise this. 

Figure 4: Schematic of Keck 1 showing the Altitude-Azimuth mount of modern telescope and the dome that encloses the telescope in a efficient 
manner (used by permission of WMKO). 
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2.2.3 Existing Large Telescopes (>Sm) and their Observatories 

Telescope Name Aperlure Observatory UJcation 
Keck I & /I 10m WM. Keck Observatory Mauna Kea, Hawaii 

HET 9.2m McDonald Observatory Mount Fowlks, Texas 
Subaru 8.3m NAO]* Mauna Kea, Hawaii 

VLT 4x8.2m European Southern Observatory Cerro Paranal, Chile 
Gemini North 8m Gemini Observatory Mauna Kea, Hawaii 
Gemini South 8m Gemini Observatory Cerro Pach6n, Chile 

MMT 6.5m MMT Observatory Mount H~kins, Arizona 
BTA (Bil? Aft-azimuth Telescope) 6m Special Astrophysical Observatory Karachaevo-Cherkesia, Russia 

Hale 5m Palomar Palomar Mountain, California 

Table 1: Existing Large Telescopes (>Sm), their Observatories and Location. 

* National Astronomical Observatory of Japan 

2.2.4 HET's History 

In 1983, Dan Weedman, a Pennsylvanian State University (Penn State) professor, returned from a conference at Cornell 
thinking about an optical counterpart to their Arecibo Radio Telescope (refer §2.2.5). Although Pierre Connes built a 4.2m 
telescope made up of 36 spherical mirrors, 600mm square, at the Observatory of Meudon in the 1970s (Mertz, 1996), 
Weedman's concept was for a much larger telescope with fixed elevation. He approached Larry Ramsey (penn State) and 
together they developed the concept for a cheap 8m-class telescope that would be available to the Penn State astronomical 
community. Initially the idea was to keep it very simple with only 10 circular mirrors, three metres in diameter. This telescope 
would be specially optimised for fibre-fed spectroscopic survey work and was named the Penn State Spectroscopic Survey 
Telescope (PSSST). Funding issues eventually led to the involvement of other universities . A consortium was formed with the 
University of Texas at Austin (52%), Pennsylvanian State University (31 %), Stanford University (7%), Ludwig-Maximilians
Universitat MUnchen (5%) and Georg-August-Universitat Gottingen (5%). The involvement of these institutions and other 
benefactors enabled the designs to be developed into a first class telescope, the Hobby-Eberly Telescope (Barna, 1998). 

Figure 5: Dan Weedman's 1984 Model of the PSSST (courtesy McDonald Observatory, photograph by Weedman). 
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2.2.5 The Concept 

The WeedmanlRamsey concept, now the SALTIHET telescope design, is the optical counterpart to the Arecibo Radio 
Telescope. This telescope has its 305m spherical dish mounted in a Puerto Rican karst sinkhole and points directly upwards, 
waiting for objects to transverse its line of sight (see Figure 6). Inside a suspended dome are the secondary and tertiary 
reflecting surfaces that focus the radio waves into feed hom detectors. The dome is mounted on an arched azimuth arm that can 
point the detector to within 20° of the vertical (Krisciunas, 1988). This telescope has featured in films such as Golden Eye 
(pierce Brosnan as James Bond) and Contact (Jodie Foster). 

Figure 6: The 305m Arecibo Radio Telescope in Puerto Rico. Photographs: courtesy of NAIC • Arecibo Observatory, a facility of the NSF, Tony 
Acevedo and David Parker. 

Like the radio telescope, the SALTIHET has a spherical reflecting surface and has means of tracking the focus equivalent to the 
suspended dome with a Tracker Beam assembly. It also has to wait for objects to transverse its line of sight. However, unlike 
the radio telescope, the optical counterpart has its reflecting surface, or mirror, mounted at some fixed angle from the vertical 
(e.g. 35°) and has the capability to rotate to any azimuthal position which considerably increases the availability of observable 
objects. A schematic of the telescope and facility can be seen in Figure 7. 
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Fiber 
Insfr1Jment Room 

Control ,& SerVJee 
Building 

HOBBY-EBERLY TELEScOpe FACIUTY 

Figure 7: Schematic of the HET and facility that shows the primary mirror mounted at a fixed angle and the Tracker Beam that follows the focus as 
an object tracks across the sky due to Ihe rotation of the Earth (Ramsey, 1995). 

2.2.6 HET Facts and 1Ii';,"".n'" 

Structure 
82 tons 

rom vertical 
8 

Prima Mirror 

91 

Mirror 9.2m 

Field 0 view 4 arc-minutes, 50mm 
Plate Scale 

Table 2: HET liacts and Figures. 

Cost -US $15m et aI, 
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2.2.7 Cost .'>a" JIll!" 

The SALTIHET <""v~vVIJv a fifth of the cost of a conventional of the same size 
l\oII;;'>C'VIJ'C;~, see however some f'''n"<r.r''n"< must be made. The tel(:SC()De 

over the course of a yeaL 

10 100 

Subaru 
I It 

moo 10000 

HET 

o Fiwl prilR'Y 

+ 

:! 5 10 :to 
MAIlOR DIAMETER. m 

i 
I 

50 100 200 

Figure 8: Telescope costs vs. mirror diameter (Buckley et aI, 2000). 

The consequence of this novel an annular 
"window" 12° wide and offset at an the structure, since the 

force vector does not alter a track of an Because the rotates about the Earth's 
"m..-pcnA,nnc to the latitude of the this 31Tangement enables -70% of the to be accessed at some 

from -45 minutes to -3 hours, on the declination. For that reason, observations are 
schedule" calculated to view pass the window. Over the course of a 

in this manner will have a similar 

The tel(~sc()oe makes further cost 

.v.,vu"v. with instrumentation on a 
structure called the Tracker Beam. focus instrument, 

facilitates and a fibre move across the 
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Figure 9: HET's Migrating Pupil (courtesy of McDonald Observatory, photograph by Sebring). 

/ 
/ 

I 

Corrector system ----

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/ 

/ 
/ 

50 mm diameter focal plane 

#4 Mirror 

Secondary mirror 

Tertiary mirror 

9 meter diameter entrance pupil 

Figure 10: Schematic of the HET's Spherical Aberration Corrector (SAC) in relation to the primary mirror (Ramsey, 1995). 

A redesign of the SAC for the SALT has given a field of view that is twice the size of the HET's. Where the HET has a focal 
plane 4 arc-minutes or SOmm in diameter, the SALT has a focal surface 8 arc-minutes and 100mm in diameter (O 'Donoghue, 
2000). 

2.2.8 Interesting Technical Intricacies of the Telescope 

There is very little new technology used in the design of this telescope. All the parts are off-the-shelf encoders, motors and 
bearings. It is the manner in which these parts are assembled that leads to a totally novel and interesting design that is 
extremely clever in its approach to breaking the cost per area curve (Figure 8). 

To track an object across the sky, the Tracker has to keep the instrument package on the focal sphere, that is a fixed distance 
from the mirror and normal to the mirror, at all times. The problem is how to set up a mechanical assembly which can operate 
in a spherical coordinate system. To simplify, to a first order approximation, the image will track along a curve projected onto 
an X-Y plane at the top of the telescope, this is followed using a gantry structure with the bridge (called the Y -Beam) moving in 
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the X-direction and a Carriage that moves in Y. The instrument package also needs to have Z motion to follow the shape of the 
sphere and, in addition, the package needs to be rolled and pitched to keep its axis orientated normal to the primary mirror. 
These last two requirements are elegantly accomplished using a 6-3 Stewart-Gough Platform or hexapod that is mounted onto 
the Carriage. 

Figure 11: A general fonn of the Stewart-Gough Platform (Nof, 1999). 

A hexapod, as its name suggests, has six "legs" mounted between two rigid bodies, e.g. a base plate and an adjustable ring (see 
Figure 11). The formal name: "Stewart-Gough Platform" is prefixed with a numerical designation where the first number 
refers to the number of contact points on the base and the second, the number of mounting points to the adjustable ring. Such a 
mechanism is an example of a parallel manipulator. Each "leg" is a prismatic joint (1 degree of linear freedom) connected at its 
ends by spherical joints (two degrees of revolute freedom) to the rigid bodies. Such a parallel manipulator can position a large 
payload accurately, however, its workspace is considerably smaller than a serial manipulator (e.g. multiarm robot). In other 
words each leg can telescope independently to orientate the adjustable ring uniquely with six degrees of freedom. A hexapod 
can thus position a payload in X, Y and Z, and about those axis, e, cj> and p (Nof, 1999). 

It is important for the image quality of the telescope that all the mirror segments bring the light from a celestial object to the 
same focus position. This is not a trivial task since all the mirrors are mounted on a three level space frame, or truss, 
constructed with thin walled steel tubes and solid nodes (Booth, et ai, 2000). The mirrors have a very small coefficient of 
thermal expansion compared to the truss. When there is a change in temperature the mirror array opening up like unfolding 
petals of a flower in the morning. Initially it was thought that it would be possible to model the thermal dynamics of the truss 
using finite element methods. Because this has proven to be extremely difficult, a segment alignment and management system 
has had to be installed to control the three actuators behind every mirror segment in tip, tilt and piston to hold the "global" 
radius of curvature of the primary mirror array as the truss warps with thermal effects . There are 12 inductive sensors mounted 
to each mirror, two on each flat of the hexagon, relative motions to the central mirror of the array are transformed into the 
mirror actuators motions to fix the mirror and hold the focus . At the time of writing, the HET is in the process of installing the 
system, SALT on the other hand will install the edge sensors at time of construction. 

The azimuthal rotation of the structure is achieved with air bearings. Eight bearings, resembling hovercraft skirts, lift the four 
support feet of the 82 ton structure about 25mm off the pier. Two drive motors on the front two feet can rotate the entire 
structure with extreme ease. 
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2.3 FIBRE OPTICS 

Ata of The demonstrated the where shone into a bucket 
This demonstration Total Internal Reflection 

a century later. Alexander Graham Bell the nh"'",nhr,nc> 

that used the sun's reflected to a 

Fibre was 
amounts of data between two locations. 
light the is in the range 

in the 1960s because it has the 
of the 

Hz 

to convey vast 
wave. For 

>A> 
for radio and microwaves 

and often 

Fibres are used in astronomical instrumentation because reformatted from the focus of the 
telt~SCi)De to another instrument that be located off the tele~SC()pe. Such an instrument would be easier to mount since 
flexure is not an further the instrument may be controlled and 

room. 

2.3.1 General Introduction to Fibre 

of an inner fused the diameter of a human hair that 
~'~'~~'Uh made of material with a smaller index of 

in a vacuum to the that reduces the loss of 
at the core's surface. The core and 

fibres can then be bound ,~,.,~ ... _. 

Core 

Figure 12: Internal Structure of a Fibre Optic. 

A to transmitted wave front or an 
conditions for a geometry Low order modes are 
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incidence on the fibre face and modes nearer the critical 
refers to those modes that the critical of the fibre and thus loose energy into the 

It has been found that when the of desired to be 
<"""U""'''''''', the amount of modes can be reduced Modes may also be hllrnnl'rI" into 

this is recnmcal 
the geometry of a bent 

referred as mode 
~'U>YU"'fi interface or defects in the fibre 

2.3.2 Fibre Materials 

of fibres: "wet", fibres. Wet fibres are fused silica with 
The silicon oxides transmission in the but the OIr has 

bands in the red often referred to as the "water when the OH- is removed from the material 
to transmission in the the heat of the process breaks the silicon bonds. It is the presence of 
OIr ions that enable SiO bonds to anneal the fibre fibres are thus poor blue transmitters The 

to better transmission at both ends the 
and carbon tetrachloride have been considered to achieve better transmission 
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Figure 13: Fibre Materials (Barden, 1998). 
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2.3.3 Fibre Classes 

Fibre cores are available in step- and graded-index multi-mode and single-mode fibres (see Figure 14). Here index refers to the 
refractive index of the material. Step-index multi-mode fibres result in the dispersion of an input signal because the 
information transmitted at the higher order modes travels further and thus takes longer than the lower order modes. This can be 
solved by varying, or grading, the index of refraction of the core in a parabolic profile. Practically this is achieved with a 
number of layers of gradually decreasing refractive index material, thus resulting in a near parabolic function in a stepwise 
manner. The light travelling furthest travels in a medium of decreasing refractive index and thus speeds up and reduces the 
dispersion effect. The third class of fibre is the single mode; it allows one mode to be transmitted down its axis and is often 
used for interferometry purposes because pathlength can be controlled by the length of the fibre (Parry, 1998). 

Cross 
seclion 

Index of 
Refraction 

Profile 

InpUI 
pllise J.ighl palh 

© D A 
Muhimodc 

' H:pped index 

:Vhlililllo(\c 
gr<Jcicrl indt:x 

Single Ulodc 
slepped index 

D A txtk¢. 

Figure 14: Fibre Modes and Types (Nagel, 1993). 

O\ltput 
pulse 

Multi-mode, graded-index, and single mode fibres are used in communications where signal dispersion is kept to a minimum. 

Multi-mode, step-index fibres are the most commonly used fibres in astronomical applications because they tend to have 
greater spectral coverage and are made in a larger range of core diameters (Nelson, 1988) . 

2.3.4 Fibre Properties of Astronomical Consideration 

The idea that modes can be "bumped" results in a number of properties that are important to consider in the design of 
astronomical instruments. The three main properties are: 

I. Azimuthal scrambling. 
2. Radial scrambling. 
3. Focal Radio Degradation (FRD). 

(1) Azimuthal scrambling can be displayed by injecting a laser (essentially a single mode) at an angle into the fibre (Figure 15). 
The emerging beam, if projected onto a screen, would appear to be ring shaped with axial symmetry. It is noted that azimuthal 
scrambling is always complete, even for short lengths of fibre (Heacox, 1986; Heacox, 1988; Barden, 1995). This makes 
geometric sense if light is simplified to a number of single "rays". Rays that are not on axis will enter the fibre and be 
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propagated as skew rays in a helical manner down the length of the fibre, when slightly different pathlengths are followed due 
to imperfections it will result in this projected ring. 

(2) Radial scrambling - the ring displayed in the description given above will have a certain width. This represents the radial 
scrambling in the fibre . Due to radial scrambling the output has little "memory" of the input beam - information is smeared 
radially. It is this property that enables high precision radial velocity measurements to be made of stars and other celestial 
objects because undesirable movements in the telescope (i .e . due to tracking) are smoothed out on the output face of the fibre 
(Hill , 1980). It is obvious that radial scrambling is enhanced by an increase in fibre length because of the greater number of 
bumps that a mode encounters . 

Input Mode 
6 

- ... LT--··-·-·-·~-----"'" 
L-. Fibe'l" Axis 

Output Mode 
Distribution 

Figure 15: Radial and Azimuthal Scrambling (Ramsey,1988). 

(3) If a square profile beam were injected into a fibre then, due to mode bumping, the emerging beam would become more 
gaussian and faster. This property, where the flratio of the output beam is faster than the input beam, is called Focal Ratio 
Degradation (FRD). It is pronounced at slower flratios and is clearly seen in Figure 16. Due to FRD the spectrograph optics 
must be made larger in order to retain the same resolution were fibre optics not involved, this implies a greater cost for the 
instrument. 

Both Radial Scrambling and FRD are pronounced at slower flratios where there is a large fraction of modes that are propagated 
at very shallow angles. It is in this case that there is a greater chance for mode coupling to occur. As stated before, radial 
scrambling is desirable, whereas FRD is not, and since both are consequences of the same phenomenon, a compromise in the 
input flratio must be made. Ramsey (1988) suggests that the best input flratio is approximately f14. 

CIRCULAR APERTURE /.// 
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o / '/ t:: 12.00 
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Figure 16: Effect of Focal Ratio Degradation. Curves reveal that the fibre causes the speed of the output beam to increase, becoming more prominent 
at slower input beams (Ramsey,1988). 
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2.3.5 'V .. ,,"'" Beam Pattern 

The output beam can be characterised in two ways at two one at the 
fibre exit face and the other at some distance. The nomenclature is taken from the communications 

2.3.5.1 Near Field Pattern: 

The near field pattern is a plane cut to the axis at the of the fibre exit and represents the 
distribution of the the fibre. It may also be described as the "exitance with to in the 
fibre end face" Because the fibre fed the fibre 
variation in this in illumination and contributes to 

2.3.5.2 Far Field Pattern: 

The far field pattern is described in the where the power per unit area is 
"""nrl"nt of the distance from pattern is a "function of the of radiation from the end face of the fibre" 

Variations the collimated and onto the element and because these elements 
different aberration effects will occur with the illumination. 

Sheet 
Exit Beam 

Fibre 

Near Field Far Field 

Figure 17: Location of near and far field patterns. 
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2.4 REVIEW OF FIBRE FED MULTIPLE OBJECT SPECTROS Opy 

The 

same field is observed later. 

2.4.1.1 

are 
some way to the 

Plates 

of instruments 

2.4,},1.1 MEDUSA 

On the one 

2.4.1 Once·Off or Fixed Positioners 

numbers of stars or 
over the 
in a dense field and 

became Nvmni1prf'i~ 
and reformat it into the slit of a 

to IJVO.lll\.'" the fibres that feed the 
unless the 

and are at the focal surface of a C'-''''''''''V''' Fibre 
is ....... _ .•. _ 

include: 

MEDUSA were interested in the 
/',Ul«"',-,", in x-ray sources, clusters and the unobservable mass 

the measured rotation Boller and Chivens 
it with a 220mm spacer 

inrrp)l<:P£1 the distance between the focal and the entrance slit. A box could then be inserted into the space, that has 
and the slit on the bottom connected short fIbres The boxes could be nrp.m"rlp 

the the 

The aperture 210mm x 2lOmm x 3mm and drilled with 711j.!m diameter 
these holes were fibres of core that were in 

accommodated 44 37 to be observed with seven fibres connected to a 
calibrate the science was four fibres that direct 

tubes mounted on the side. 

In December the first two years later the instrument was -100 of 
'Uj',""""" V -17.5 

} The filter used to measure the magnitude of a star in yellow-green light (the centre wavelength spectrum that eye is sensitive to), 
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2.4.1.1.2 

entrance slit 

2.4.1.1.3 

FOCAP 

FLAIR I, 

Figll!,;, 18: MEDUSA, showing the box with the aperture plate at the top and the slit at the bottom. 

an instrument at the 
used on the 3.9m 

was a between the 
These fibres were then bundled and led to either the RGO 

where were lined up to form the 

FLAIR 1I & AUTOFRED 

on the UK Schmidt which a fast focal ratio of 
square, in 1985 with an instrument called the Fibre-Linked 

1987 and in 1988 it was to PANACHE Area 
on a semi-automated FLAIR II and AUTOFRED that was finished in 

fibre spectrometer was built with 40 channels it 
rl'rV'lr!Pti that there were 39 fibres one victim to ... The instrument was 

of the that it could be used with 
The method used aperture a copy of UKST which held the fibres. A 

mandrel behind the aperture deformed the 1mm thick to the 
which were cemented to the to extrude from the rear the ribs. 

the aperture 
were in stainless-steel 
diameter of the fibre -5mm. 
the A was used examine the 

used to cure the epoxy on the rear surface of the 
the inline with the a ~--.... ".t'''''-' 

the effective 
with a fibre chuck underneath 
indicated the nh'"'t""r~ 

where the ferrule was attached to the 
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The has a fast which means the scale is 67.14 arc-seconds/mm. Since the 
conditions of the site result in from 1 to 2.5 

to 3.35 arc-seconds on the 
a small core diameter fibre had to be used 

components, to prove a concept. It was built for under _A",V"V 
were realised in on an bench on the dome floor. It is noted that 

since the central obstruction of the 'vU'"'''JP''' 

90" 
was found that the 

called FLAIR 

were a 

The robotic was in the form of AUTOFRED 
computer control the identification of the on a 

doubled the rate up the but was still a time 

In PANACHE all the fibres entered the in one and after the ferrules had been cemented in the 
were up, increased the chance of 

on the front of the Fibres would 
FLAIR /I had retractable fibres that would reduce the amount 

that for 
would be extracted. 

Peter It has a collimator to 
into the fibres 

2.4.1.1.4 OPTOPUS 

OPTOPUS was a mounted to the focus in 
1985. It used 54 fibres terminated in ferrules with microlenses convert the to focal ratio more suitable 
to into that into drilled holes in a The fibres fed a Boller and Chivens with a 
modified collimator. After tests in the it was decided that the focal ratio micro lenses could be removed 
from the ferrules for OPTOPUS2 for OPTOPUS2 A vila & 

2.4.2 Reusable Positioners 

2.4.2.1 Multi-Fibre / Multi-Positioner 

The is an instrument built at the of Arizona's Steward in 1985 and is 

fibres are mounted to 
about the focal surface. 

of its individual fibres 

The MX has 32 fibres in a "Fisherman-around-the-Pond" 
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2.4.2.1.1 MX-Spec/rome/er 

This instrument was designed at the Steward Observatory to improve the efficiency of the MEDUSA (§2.4. 1. 1.1) multi-object 
spectrograph. It .was clear that the fIbres needed to be mechanised in order to increase the efficiency, aperture plates were 
extremely labour IntensIve. The MX-Spectrometer was mounted on the 2.3m (90-inch) Cassegrain telescope and coupled to an 
adapted Boller and Chlvens spectrometer, buIlt for long slIt spectroscopy. This meant that fibres with an average length of 
30cm. coupled ~he focal plane to the spectrograph. The slit allowed 66 fibres to be lined up, 60 fibres led to focused objects, 
and SIX to a helIum-argon comparison lamp. The instrument consisted of 32 modules each having two or more fibres mounted 
on the end of a probe that protruded (-1 OOmm) into the focal plane. These modules were mounted in a "Fishennan-around-the
Pond" arrangement, allowing the mechanical and electrical components to remain unobtrusive outside the field (see Figure 19). 

• 'I,: 
. \ ! 
'. , , \ \ ! , 

. '\\~I' .' \, I. ! i 

'. \ \ \ \ I / / 

. " ';.:\ \, . / Iv . 
_~_". ':t. • I .-' 

-.~ "' .... ~ 

~~7/ .. ·1 l, 'r,\ ~\\<S. ;.< 
/ / I "\\'-

,,' I \ \ \' , ,' ! ,\ \\ 

Figure 19: MX Spectrometer field configuration showing the ''Fisherman-around-the·Pond'' arrangement. 

The telescope optics has a field curvature of 1.6m, which means that the focus on the edge of the FoV is 6mm higher than the 
centre. The MX-Spectrograph countered this by using a zoning method of alternative probes mounted tangent to the inner and 
outer regions of the focal suIiace. Each module allowed the probe to describe radial and angular motions, accomplished using 
stepper motors and gear chains (radial motion: rack and pinion; angUlar: spur). Each probe mapped a 24 0 sector of an annulus 
centred at the pivot point located beyond the edge of the field of view, just enough so that its 50mm head could work the edge 
of the field and not retract into the linear bearing constraining its radial motion. Each was free to see -20% of the area of the 
field, a compromise between increased angular range and a decrease in the mechanical deflection of the probe at high radial 
extension. The closest approach of fibres was limited by fibre tip size. When very tightly packed fields were observed, an fl45 
secondary mirror could be used to magnify the field of view and was called the "dense pack mode of operation". The stepper 
motors were used in open loop control. Optical limit switches were used as fiducials for indexing the home position. The 
decision to use stepper motors (and spur gears) was made because they are -3 - 4 times cheaper than the equivalent DC servo 
control. They used motors with a low holding torque, allowing it to be back driven through a gear train . In the case of a 
collision, a safety clutch had been built in, so that if a probe was obstructed in any way the motor would stall. 

Motor specifications were chosen by considering the acceleration required. It was noted that the acceleration response is 
governed by inertial load placed on the motor, and that load is the inertia of the probe divided by the square of gear ratio (Hill 
& Lesser, 1986) . However, for small masses driven through a reduction gear train, the system is dominated by the inertia of the 
rotor. The motor must therefore have enough torque to overcome friction in the gear train and its own inertia for a given 
acceleration rate. The precision accomplished by the modules was measured using a laser inteIierometer system. By mounting 
a comer cube retro-reflector attached to a probe tip, the probe response could be known to high accuracy and serve for anti
collision strategies requiring the probes position to be known with respect to adjacent positioners. 

Anti-collision was ensured by software algorithms and two methods were discussed by the authors. One drew bitmaps of all 
the probes and checked that each element was not occupied by more than one probe. This procedure is expensive in memory. 
A second method mapped the outlines of the probes and knowing that only the probe tips and the inner radial bearing collide, 
intersections could then be searched for in order to prevent a collision. After each fibre arrangement the probes retracted, to 
reconfigure for the next field , angular adjustments were first made and then the radial extension was executed. Finally, there 
was a hardware override guaranteeing it to be failsafe. Each probe was mounted on an insulating fibreglass block with a shut 
down on electrical conduct between any two probes . (Hill , et al, 1982; Hill & Lesser, 1986; Hill, 1988) . 
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2.4.2.2 Multi-Fibre / Positioner 

to deal with several hundred fibres. have their fibres 
with a and sometimes corrective "microlenses", onto "buttons" These buttons are 

behind the focal robotic on an Z motion gantry. The first 
was at the in 1987 for use on a wide field Schmidt 

used 64 fibres. The AAO has since commissioned an instrument called "2dF", in with 400 fibres. 

2.4.2.2./ AUTOFIB 

and the AAO 
focus of the AAT. 
1.1) 

called 
an alternative model of automated fibre 

robotic that the fibres on a 
the focal surface. The fibres were !'Irr"n<,pl1 - .... ~.~"M' .. ~ about the field 

blocks. The fibres 

The 

2.4.2.2.2 

needles that 

were ""I>,...,.' ...... 

~:':..:'-'-++_ ...... 56 
'.....--+----'1 ss 

5< 

:>J 

Figure 20: AVTOFIB field configuration showing the fibres mounted equiangularly about the field. 
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field curvature the plate had two 2mm steps at approximate radii of 125mm and 175mm, which resulted in the fibre never being 
out of focus by more than a millimeter. The gripper used three sprung-loaded "iris-type" jaws to pick up the fibre buttons and 
had a pellicle to enable video inspection down the axis of the gripper mechanism. Offsets in the concentricity between the 
button dIameter and the mounted core diameter were measured for each individual fibre and placed in a software look-up table. 
Fibres were then positioned according to the tabled offsets (Barden, et aI , (993) . 

2.4.2.2.3 2dF 

The 2dF is one of the most ambitious of all fibre positioners in its successful attempt to position 400 fibres to 10/-lm accuracy in 
the two-degree field (560mm in diameter) of the 3.9m Anglo-Australian Telescope. It can reconfigure a field in half an hour, 
which means that each fibre must be positioned in 4 - 5 seconds. This prime focus instrument has two backing plates on either 
side of a tumbler (refer Figure 21), so when 400 fibres are "observing" another 400 are being set up on the reverse-side. Two 
identical spectrographs are mounted up at the top end of the telescope in order to reduce the light loss by having longer fibres . 
Each accommodates 200 fibres from the observing field and uses a slit switchover mechanism to see the 200 fibres from the 
other side of the tumbler. The tumbler rolls over for the next exposure and the slit mechanism on each spectrograph toggles . 
The 400 fibres (7.5m long and <1>140/-lm core), mounted on buttons, are ordered in 40 cassettes of 10 fibres around the edge of 
the field. Four cassettes incorporate guide fibres that comprise of 7 smaller (95mm) fibres in a close pack hexagonal bundle. 
Fibres are held taut by retractor units that use springs and pulleys instead of the hypodermic needles used by AUTOFIB. 

POSITIONER . 
x ~v I~ 

RAPH 

Figure 21: AAO, 2dF schematic (Lewis, 1998) 

A gripper constructed in 4 modules maneuvers the buttons: 

1. The jaw module - one of the jaws is fixed while the other is free to clasp against it. This gives slightly better control 
over the positioning because there is one less degree of freedom to add uncertainty to the system. The moving jaw is 
mounted on a crossed roller bearing, actuated by a miniature ball screw and driven via a gear pair by a permanent 
magnet motor. The assembly is encoded and has an inductive limit switch that indexes in the fully open position. 

2. The e drive module - this rotates the jaw module and uses slip rings for electrical contacts and a single bearing to 
support it. 

3. The camera optics module - includes a small CCD camera with a dual focal length allowing it to focus on fiducial 
fibres (see below) in both the retracted and engaged positions. It protrudes through the centre of the theta motor 
module. 
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4. The Z-drive module - the assembly of modules (1-3) is mounted on a rack and pinion system to gain this motion. It is 
guided by encoded roller slides. It is not counterbalanced. 

The gripper assembly is mounted to a counterbalanced X-V gantry that uses brushless DC linear motors to drive it. The gantry 
has fail-action brakes in the case of power failure. The magnetic stainless steel backing plates , Ij>S40mm and 1.2mm thick, has 
21 backlit fiducial fibres, flush to the backing surface, that are illuminated when required by LEDs. The camera module on the 
gripper uses these as reference points to ensure accurate positioning of the fibre buttons (Lewis, et aI, 1998). 

2.4.2.3 Hybrid Designs 

2.4.2.3.1 SPALTSP1NNE & FELDSP1NNE 

Fibre positioner hybrids include the SPALTSPINNE and FELDSPINNE (both 36 fibres) instruments, developed at the Max 
Planck Institute for Astronomy in Germany, for the 3.Sm Calar Alta Telescope and 2m Schmidt Telescope at the Karl 
Schwarzschild Observatorium, respectively. These have their fibres mounted on probes protruding into the image plane in the 
MX-type "Fisherman-around-the-Pond" arrangement (Label G in Figure 22) where the probes maneuver in e and R through 
pivot blocks (Label B). Magnetic buttons, in the same style as the AlITOFIB-type system, are connected to the rear of the 
probes (Label F) and positioned on a ferromagnetic stainless-steel backing annulus outside the field (Label A). There is a 
single gripping robot for fibre positioning that rotates about the field (Labels C, D, E) . Advantages of this system include the 
closest approach of the fibres not being limited by the size of the buttons, but by the slenderness of the probes, and the 
positioning mechanism is simplified (Pitz, et aI, 1993 ; Pitz, 1993; Pitz,1988). 

'\, 
" 

A 

J 

C 

l 
8 / 
. .< I 

I 

I 

./ 
Figure 22: Prototype of SPALTSPINNE: A = Base plate, B = Ring with 36 pivot point assemblies, C = Rotary table, D = Linear table, E = Interlock 

tool , F = Two magnet-rod assemblies, G = Three fibre support rods protruding in the field of view of the telescope (Pitz, 1988). 

2.4.2.4 Novel Designs 

2.4.2.4.1 DECASPEC 

This is similar in approach to the multiple object capabilities in Tubbs, Goss & Cohen (1982) multi-fibre instrument for the 
Hale Telescope (Sm at Palomar Observatory) and Geary, Huchra & Latham (1986) multiple slits for a faint object grism 
spectrograph at the Multiple-Mirror Telescope Uoint facility of the Smithsonian Institution and the University of Arizona) . It 
was retrofitted to the Cassegrain focus of 2.4m McGraw-Hili Telescope using the existing long-slit spectrograph with the 
"DECASPEC" insert. It can observe 10 objects in the 20 arc-minute (lOOmm) field. Fibres are arranged in groups of five on 
ten fingers that protrude into the image plane, each finger can move linearly in and out (l2Smm) and has small lateral motion 
(2mm). The instrument is thus an X-V type positioner that can be rotated about the optical axis to align with objects on the sky. 
The five fibres with core diameter 200llm are mounted at intervals of -2mm, one is used for the object spectrum and the 
remainder used for sky subtraction (Fabricant, 1988) . 
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2.4.2.4.2 MEKASPEK 

a multi channel 
ph,~nc'm~~na in stars 

each of four channels one for the 
bundles are made of 130 fibres that are 
transfer the from the focal 
due to 
the 

Figure 23: Solid Model of MEKASPEK showing the steel bands 
winding and 

2.4.2.4.3 ECHIDNA 

This cOllcelPt 400 fibre 

UC.',\Cl\JUCU at the Universitats-Stemwarte Munchen to 

around drums that position the fibre bundles in the field of view by 
each of the drums ..... lVl< ... a"lV 

of the 
mounted 

inside it The base is then mounted 
the fibre 

seven 
surface with a difference of 0.175mm between 

because it was to use motors that in the power off 
and motors with diameters less than small nanomotors® were nrf'.nAC<>" 
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2.5 THE FIBRE INSTRUMENT FEED - THE HET EXAMPLE 

One of the instruments mounted on the HET Prime Focus Instrument Platform (Figure 24) and carried by the tracker (as seen in 
Figure 25), is designed to enable studies of multiple objects in the telescope's field of view. The Fibre Instrument Feed (FIF) 
directs light from the focal plane down fibre optic waveguides to spectrographs in the basement. This chapter describes that 
instrument in detail. 

riber Instrument 
reed (flF) 

OpUcOI Bench 
frQmework 

PflP Mounl Ring 

PFIP Uoin 
Framework 

LRS tlAid Seeliot' 
Housing Grisms 

lRS ComerO .... i\h 
Cryocoo1er 

In\Jor Corrector ~ i rror 
Suooort rromework 

Figure 24: Schematic of the Prime Focus Instrument Platform 
showing the FIF situated on the top (Buckley & Sessions, 2000). 

2.5.1 

Figure 25: A picture showing the mounted FIF on the Telescope 
(Buckley & SesSions, 2000). 

Overview 

The HET has a focal plane 50rnm or 4 arc-minutes in diameter about which 10 independently movable probes are positioned at 
increments of36° (see Figure 26) in the "Fisherman-around-the-Pond" arrangement (refer §2.4.2.1). 
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Centre of FoV / 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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1.03 arcmin 
(12.7mm) 

I----

Figure 26: Field coverage of the probe (Horner, et ai, 1998a,b). 

1.89 arcmin 
(22 .9rnm) 

0.2 arcmin 
(2.5mm) 
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Each probe maps out a rectangular area 12 x 25mm, 17% of the focal plane's area, with capability of accessing the central 
regions of the field. The probes are mounted, as shown in Figure 27, in three levels of actuators; there are two on the first level, 
and four each on the second and third levels. The illustration, for simplicity, only shows a representation of the probe 
protruding into the image plane. Figure 28 shows the elbow like probe carrying the fibre optic down to the focal plane. 

Figure 27: Solid Model of Actuator Layout showing three levels, two probes are actuated from the first level and the other eight are on two levels 
above that. 

Figure 28: Prototype for the HET's FIF showing the elbow-like probe (indicated by the arrow) carrying the fibre optic to the focal plane. 
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Because the ~'n'"o",h.'''r''' of a star to form a disc" three sizes of fibre 
are mounted in on each to account for the variations. Because the 

'~">~~'JP~iS20'4.5~nvru~-!;~lon(js the fibre diameters represent 2, 3 and are used in the 
conditions. 

spectrum, thus 
The second fibre of the allows a of a to be subtracted from 

the h~('l<orr", 

2.5.2 Telecentric Variation 

called telecentric variation arises in the focal In the 
it can be seen that when the tel<~c(:)pe the 

on-axis. Stars off-axis are also to a focus in the 
the fibre to be tilted away from the focal 
centre of the field. 30 shows the ZEMAX ray-trace of the LIC"o;'VJp" 

-- 'B' 

Star 'A' 

'Telecentric Angle' 

Figure 29: Telecenlnc variation explained. The of star (A) on the optical axis is focus, the of another star (B) is focused 10 the 
same plane but because it is off axis and the bisector the angle in not normal to the plane, chief ray del.cribirl!!: Ihe bundle of light rays from thai 

star is inclined. This is called the lelecentnc angle. 
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1.60 Ray bundle for object 
/' 2 arcmin off-axis 

: .-_::._._c:.~ . _ ._ .-": . ' __ c , .~"_' _ . ___ .~ ~2~·- · - · -· -· - ·- · -· - · -·-·-

Flat focal plane 14 
are min FeV) 

Figure 30: ZEMAX ray trace illustrating the telecentric angle problem for the HET_ 

The tilt angle is described as a function of radius (angle ex tan(radius)), which increases to a maximum of 1.60 at the edge of 
the field (also see Figure 31). 

x[mm) 

l'elecentric Angle" [degrees] 

.1.5-1.75 

1llI1.25-1.5 

OI-1.2.'i 

y [nun) 00.75-1 

00.5-0.75 

.0.2.'i-o.5 

1I!I0-0.2.'i 

Figure 31: Telecentric angle over the field of view increasing as a function of radius from the centre (x = 0; y = 0)_ 
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3. HE UPIL SIMULA TOR 
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3.1 IN RODUCTIO AND OBJECTIVE 

Because the HET/SALT has a um,p'n'c'~ 
rotates, the entrance does not 

the entrance lies on the array, but as it 
of the mirror array vertex into the side of the 

9, page decreases the effective diameter of the 
crntt,,,,,nt variations to the to the fibre 

section. 

measurements. 

The of this to characterise the effects that the 
has on the output which illuminates the <npC'h',,,nr,,,,h 

page is used to this end 

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION 

3.2.1 Overview 

the it allows the 
A baffle fits over the ferrule 

into a 
mechanisms do not influence 

into the second fibre to be 
page This fibre the 

the output and it on the CCD and 
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First Mirror Source fibre 

"-- - -

mask 

second mirror 
200mm telephoto lens 

Figure 32: Schematic - Pupil Simulator. Note the central obstruction, the moving pupil mask and the test rig to record the near and far field patterns. 

A sliding pupil mask at the location of the exit pupil (second mirror; see Figure 33) simulates the pupil migrating off the 
segmented mirror (cf. Figure 9, page 23). Far and near field data are taken for a number of equally spaced steps of the mask 
between the two limit positions shown in Figure 33. The convention used hereafter is mO, m I, . .. , m6, where the number 
corresponds to the number of degrees the tracker is off centred from the optical axis of the telescope. 

Figure 33: Two limits in mask positions. The left image corresponds to on-axis (0°) and the right to the maximum off-axis position (6°). 
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3.2.2 Source Beam 

The light from the source lamp (see Appendix C, page 105) is injected into the source fibre using a microscope objective that 
excites a large number of modes in the fibre because of its fast focal ratio . Filters can be place in this beam, which are used to 
eliminate the colour dependency of the results (see Appendix D, page 106). The source assembly is shown in Figure 34. 

Source Lamp Filters Objective 

Figure 34: Source assembly. 

The lamp was measured for stability and it was found that, after an initial peak in the intensity, it asymptotically approached 
some maximum value (see Figure 35). Data was obtained using a spectrograph to measure incident energy over time. An 
EXCEL VisuaIBASIC program was used to stitch together the data sets (see Appendix E, page 110) and plot the graph of lamp 
intensity with time. 

The lamp is a NEWPORT model that happens to be in the obsolete product range. It was deemed insignificant that the lamp is 
not very stable over time, since the results are relative to each other and intensities may be scaled, either mathematically or by 
exposing for a longer period. It was always warmed up for a period of at least 30 minutes before it was used in order to 
overcome the initial peak. 
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Figure 35: Lamp Intensity vs. Time. Note the initial peak. 
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3.2.3 Rig Alignment 

It was found that the rig was sensitive to misalignment (see Appendix F, page Ill) and so the following procedure was 
followed to guarantee optical alignment between all components: 

1. Ensure that the primary mirror collimates the source beam and that the shadow of the "central obstruction" is 
concentric with that beam. 

2. Adjust the secondary mirror so that it focuses the light onto the rear of the ferrule holding the source fibre (see Figure 
36 and compare Figure 32). 

3. Rotate the pellicle beamsplitter on its stage through 45°. 
4. Backlight the second fibre with a laser (see Appendix A, Figure 126, page 102). By adjusting the tipltilt of the input 

for the second fibre (now the exit for the laser beam) until the backlighting focuses directly onto the source ferrule, 
true alignment of the beam and the fibre axis can be obtained and verified because the laser can now shine into the 
source lamp. 

5. Inspect the position of the injected beam on the fibre face with the inspection camera on the TV monitor (see 
Appendix A, Figure 125, page 102). 

Second 
Fibre 

Figure 36: Central assembly. 
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3.2.4 Output 

When imaging the far field pattern, the fibre was set up to project directly onto the CCD Chip of the ST-8 camera (see Figure 
37), called bare field (code bf[refer §3.2.S.2] ; the codeffapplies to the far field pattern obtained from projections onto an opal 
screen, see Appendix A, Figure 127, page 103). To image the near field, a SOnun Photographic lens (focus set to" 00") was 
placed near the output of the fibre to collimate the exiting light (see Figure 38; code nf [refer §3.2.S.2]). A 13Snun 
Photographic lens (focus set to " 00 ") was attached to the camera, magnifying the image of the fibre face by 2.7 ( == 135/50). 

It was considered whether the beam projected directly onto the chip, called the bare field, was a good representation of the far 
field pattern, results were obtained for a number of positions where the distance between the fibre face and the chip were 
increased and the modulation and FWHM were deduced . Results are shown in Appendix G (page 114) . 

Figure 37: Setup to record far field (bare field) pattern. 

Figure 38: Setup to record near field pattern. 
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3.2.5 

were taken of the beam of the second fibre in both the near and far field 
cases. It is also noted that the stray in the lab was reduced to decrease the 

3.2.5.1 

The reduction I-'Uvft"!,,,,, and program IMEXAM were used to the 
data. A radial to obtain the centroid of the this coordinate was then used 

The 
data 

2500 

1500 

This was then automated 

o 

the centre. A cut is seen in 39. 

V2.11.2EXPORT session. lion 11:37:44 
ffsOm0n24.fit: Lines 496 - 496 

OBJECT 

500 1000 

Column 

Figure 39: Using IRAF 10 obtain values ofmodulalion and F'W1£M, 

1500 

and FWHM values are obtained 
it with a vernier on the paper copy. 

the best fit curve 

Visual Basic I-'rn<rr"m in Excel. in 

the scatter in the 

H 

The code suffered extensive vel'ltli~atllons: see "IlIP...,HUlA 

of the results to IRAF. 
on the code written to find the centroid 

and J for the 
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3.2.5.2 results 

Each was with a name with the 

Where: 

AAis with: .. PS for 
.. 
.. 
.. 

BB is with: .. SO when FO#l is centred . 
.. 
.. S5 in extreme telecentric case . 

CC with: 
.. MO when Mask is centred . 
.. 
.. M6 in extreme 

Dis with: 
.. N when not .. R when FO#2 has been rotated 

EEis with: .. 01 with first set of data 
.. 

" is with the file extension. 

The distinction between bare field and far field 
screen which had the fibre 

apparent that it was 

format: AABBCCDEE. * 

Simulator. 

1° 
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3.2.6 Fibre Preparation 

The bare fibres were mounted in ferrules (see Figure 40) and attached with UV curing epoxy. The bare fibre (no buffers or 
jackets) was inserted through the rear of the ferrule (shown on the left in the Figure) to extend -5mm beyond the front face (on 
the right). Epoxy was then placed in the middle of the front groove (indicated by the dimension of 12mm) to tack the fibre to 
the ferrule. By manipulating more epoxy with a needle, a cone was built up on the end that enclosed the extended fibre. This 
was then set under the UV lamp to cure. Once complete, the fibre face was polished in a machine where the lapping paper 
progressed from 60llm to finer 0.51lm grit to achieve a higher quality of polish. 

60 

8 (T) t5 

B' 
-2... 12 

--f--= - r- - . - -

(il3.2 

+ -E -- -- -I'--------------r-

iD2 .3 

Figure 40: Machine drawing of ferrule (dimensions in mm). 
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3.3 GENERAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.3.1 Introduction 

data sets are 1) was a set of data taken for 
mask that mO to the limit 6° has been 

and the method of The test fibre is a 9m long fibre a core diameter of it has 
ferrules mounted on both ends and to an when observed under the The second 

of data are results from an 30m with a core. The third set of data are results from the first 
fibre once the epoxy had been dissolved off the exit face. The fibre in this case is held in the ferrule with tape. It was 

that a measure of the effect that stress induced on fibre the epoxy could be obtained. The fourth set was 
another test on the fibre once the fibre was re-mounted and The fifth and final set was the frrst fibre 
test with the entrance and exit epoxy removed. The three fibre tests thus show the result that the epoxy has on the 
output and the fibre tests show the results of ,rr"'rfV"Pfl 

In the table the 
since once the epoxy has 
overtime 

of each test is shown because it was 
and thus the 

33 
34 
35 

there 

Da 
o 

14 
14 

on entrance or exit face. 16 

Table 3: Table of data sets. 

3.3.2 <:1";;,,, ..... , Data for Set 31 

Data Set 31 are the final results carefullv"H51UllIC"'. 

3.3.2.1 Far Field Patterns 

for each of seven mask 
the beam pattern that is lHI'"V'~'U 

the centroid of the exit 
The on the 

the pattern shown in 
on the vertical axis of the cross-sectional 

that is of consideration. 

The top left is the exit of the 
Beneath it is shown a horizontal cross-

is due to the scrambled beam from the 
far field from the test fibre due 

is similar cross-section of the far field pattern. The 
are of no since it is the relative between 
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3.3.2.1.1 For Mask Positioned On-Axis (mO) 

Note 1: Mirror mountings; Note 2: Defect on pellicle beamsplitter; Note 3: Example of dust particle on CCD window. 

A 
8 n 

Figure 41: pssOmOn31.jpg Figure 42: bfsOmOn31.jpg 
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Figure 43: pssOmOn31cross-section (Section A-A), Figure 44: bfsOmOn31cross-section (Section B-B), 
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3.3.2.1.2 For Mask Positioned 1 0 Off-Axis (m1) 

Figure 45: pssOmln3I.jpg 

~0 r-------------------------------------

m +------------~·~;~----~~~------: .~: ~::;if. .',. ;~ : .. ~~ : ; ' .. ~: 

1<00 
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Figure 47: pssOmln31cross-section. 

Figure 46: bfsOmln3I.jpg 
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Figure 48: bfsOmln3Icross-section. 
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3.3.2.1.3 For Mask Positioned r Off-Axis (m2) 

Figure 49:pssOm2n31.jpg 
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Figure 51: pssOm2n31cross-section. 

Figure 50: bfsOm2n31.jpg 
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Figure 52: bfsOm2n31cross-section. 
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3.3.2.1.4 For Mask Positioned 3 0 Off-Axis (m3) 

Figure 53: pssOm3n31.jpg Figure 54: bfsOm3n31.jpg 
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Figure 55: pssOm3n31cross-section. Figure 56: bfsOm3n31cross-section. 
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3.3.2.1.5 For Mask Positioned 4 0 Off-Axis (m4J 

Figure 57: pssOm4n31.jpg Figure 58: bfsOm4n31.jpg 
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Figure 59: pssOm4n31cross-section, Figure 60: bfsOm4n31 cross-section. 
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3.3.2.1.6 For Mask Positioned So Off-Axis (mS) 

Figure 61: pssOm5n31.jpg Figure 62: bfsOm5n31.jpg 
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Figure 63: pssOm5n31cross-section. Figure 64: bfsOm5n31cross-section. 
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3.3.2.1.7 For Mask Positioned 6° Off-Axis (m6) 

Figure 65: pssOm6n3I.jpg Figure 66: bfsOm6n3I.jpg 
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Figure 67: pssOm6n31cross-section. Figure 68: bfsOm6n31cross-section. 

See Figure 74 (page 62) for an overplot of the bare field cross-sections . 
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3.3.2.2 Near Field Pattern 

The near field images are presented here for three mask positions (mO, m3, m6); it shows that for varying mask positions the 
major effect is in intensity. No relative changes are seen as shown in Figure 73. 

3.3.2.2.1 For Mask Positioned On-Axis (rnO) 

.. ; 

Figure 69: nfsOmOn31.jpg 

3.3.2.2.2 For Mask Positioned 3 0 Off-Axis (m3) 

, . 

'. 

Figure 70: nfsOm3n31.jpg 

3.3.2.2.3 For Mask Positioned 6 0 Off-Axis (rn6) 

Figure 71: nfsOm6n31.jpg 
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3.3.2.2.4 Analysis 
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Figure 72: Set 31 Near field cross-section. 

These curves were normalised to produce the following graph: 
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Figure 73: Set 31 Near field cross-section normalised. 
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It is seen that there is no significant effect in the near field pattern due to migrating pupil and it is therefore ignored in the 
following presentation of results. 
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3.3.3 Modulation and Width Results, Set 31 - 35 

Without presenting each data set in the same detail as in §3.3.2, the data sets in this section are presented flrst with a 
superimposed plot of the output cross-sections (far fleld pattern), plots of the modulation and then plots of full width, for the 
mask positions mO to m6. 

The modulation is defined as the ratio of trough depth to peak intensity or exactl y as: 

M ::l-(T-BJ::( P-T) 
P-B lp-B 

where T is the trough intensity, P the peak intensity and B is the average background intensity. 

Following is a plot of the full width of the beam at two points: FWHM and FW13.5. FWHM is the width at half the maximum 

intensity and FW13.5 is the full width at X2 :::; 0.135. 

3.3.3.1 Set 31 - 9m 400j.Jm Fibre - After Rig Re-Alignment (day 0) 

~oo.--------------------------------------------------

-mO 

· rnL 

'" m2 
• ' m' ~ • m4 

'mS 
• m6 

300 ,",0 900 1200 1500 

Figure 74: Set 31 overplot of cross-sections. 
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Figure 75: Set 31 modulation curve. 
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Figure 76: Set 31 full width curves. 
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3.3.3.2 Set 32 - 30m 600JUn Fibre (day 1) 
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Figure 77: Set 32 overplot of cross-sections . 
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Figure 78: Set 32 modulation curve. 
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Figure 79: Set 32 run width curves. 
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3.3.3.3 Set 33 - 9m 4()OJ,Un Fibre - No Epoxy on ExiJ Face (day 14) 
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Figure 80: Set 33 overplot of cross-sections. 
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Figure 81: Set 33 modulation curve. 
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3.3.3.4 Set 34 - 30m 600J.Un fibre - Re-pQlished Faces (day 14) 
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Figure 83: Set 34 overplot of cross-sections. 
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Figure 84: Set 34 modulation curve. 
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Figure 85: Set 34 run width curves. 
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3.3.3.5 9m 400mmfthre - no epoxy on entrance orexitface (day 16) 
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Figure 86: Set 35 overplot of cross-sections. 
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Figure 87: Set 35 modulation curve. 
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Figure 88: Set 35 Cull width curves. 
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3.3A Discussion 

3.3.4.1 400JUn Fibres 

It appears that the modulation curve drops approximately 10% when the epoxy was dissolved off (in acetone) the exit face of 
the fibre optic. The bare fibre in this case was precariously held in the ferrule with masking tape. The curve then rises -5% 
when the epoxy was removed from the fibre on the entrance end as well. 

It is noted that there were 14 days between the fIrst (set 31) and second (set 33) sets of data and two days between the second 
and third (set 35) sets. Time is mentioned since the epoxy compresses the fIbre, assumingly not beyond its elastic limit, and 
then once it is removed there is the possibility that the fibre might creep in the absence of the applied stress (creep is a time 
related phenomenon) which could be reflected in the results. 

If no scrambling were to occur, i.e. the input and the output profiles being constant, the modulation would be its greatest 
(100%) due to the central obstruction. It is strange that the results show a decreased modulation with the lack of epoxy on the 
exit face, as it is known that epoxy applies internal stresses to the fibre (Ramsey, 1988), increasing its ability to scramble. 
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Figure 89: Modulation curves - Set 31, 33, 35. 
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Figure 90: Trough value curves - Set 31, 33, 35. 

It is seen in Figure 89, that the modulation decreases until the mask is _4° off-axis (m4), after which it then increases. When 
the Change in intensity at the trough position was examined, it was found to be relatively similar for the ftrst three mask 
positions and then rapidly decrease to the limiting position off-axis (Figure 90). This shows that as the mask invades the beaITl, 
the amount of light in the "image wings" reduces. However, the modulation increases again in Figure 89 for mask pOSition m5 
and m6 because less light is available to be scattered into the low order modes (see Figure 61, page 58, and Figure 65, page 59). 

The Full Width (FWHM & FWI3.5) initially decreases with increasing displacements of the mask position and then increases 
for the maximum angles (30 < e < 6°) (Figure 91). These changes are in the order of 2 - 3% for the FWHM and 1 % for 
FWI3.5. 
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Figure 91: FWHM curves - Set 31, 33, 35. 
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A possible reason for the dip in the FWHM curves might be because the maximum intensity for the ftrst few mask pOSitions 
decreases with the central trough region remaining of similar intensity (i.e. the modulation reduces), the gradient decreases and 
this is seen in a reduced FWHM value. However, when there is not enough light to be scrambled into the central region and the 
modulation increases again, the proftle becomes shorter and the increase in the full width is seen again. 
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Figure 92: FW13.5 curves - Set 31, 33, 35. 
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The full widths at this lower intensity appear to be less sensitive than the FWHM and modulation characteristics to variations 
introduced by the mask. 

3.3.4.2 600j.Jm Fibres 

For the case of the 600llm fibres tests, it can be seen that when the fibre end was prepared with greater precision and accuracy, 
less scrambling is seen (red curve in Figure 93). Therefore, it can be inferred that a more perfect fibre end face interferes less 
with the resulting far field pattern. This can be understood that the roughness causes more scattering of the emerging modes. 
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Figure 93: Modulation curves - Set 32, 34. 
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Figure 94: Trough value curves - Set 32,34. 

It is clear that the result obtained at m3 is incorrect. Otherwise, the curve follows the expected tapering off for increasing mask 
positions. 
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Figure 95: FWHM curves - Set 32, 34. 

The dip in the pre-polished results (set 32) resembles the curves seen previously, however, the variation has increased to -5%. 
The re-polished fibre seems to shift the FWHM vs. Mask Position curve to the right. 
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Figure 96: FW13.S curves - Sel32, 34. 

The variations in these curves are approximately 3%. 

335 Conclusion and Recommendations 

It can be concluded that because there appears to be variations in the output beam as the pupil migrates, a scrambler needs to be 
included in the optical system when high precision data is required. However, a decision needs to be made as to whether this is 
significant to the instrumentation suite for SALT. 

It is recommended that this experiment be repeated with the specific objective to understand the processes that cause the 
modulation curves to shift when the epoxy is dissolved. This involves the design of a new test rig (§4: Concept Development, 
§4). The experiment can also be set up to study the parameters of fibre optics that are not quoted by fibre manufacturers to 
successfully build the SALT's Fibre Instrument Feed. These include: 

The mounting technique of the fibres on both the fibre entrance on the probe and the exit at the slit of the spectrograph. 
The two diameters of fibres to be used on the telescope (likely to be 300~m and 400~ - to be determined by the 
spectrograph builders) and the effect of the injected beam size on the fibre face. 
Manufacturer differences. 
Varying lengths of fibre to get a quantitative study on the effect of length on the output. The lengths of 2, 5, 30 and 
40m are suggested. The distance from the HET's FIF to the spectrograph is -33m. 
Determine the effect of temperature on the output. 
Determine the time dependence of the tibre. Ttere are two effects: one, the curing time of the epoxy and two, the 
natural decay of the fibre, although this effect is hoped to be extremely small. 
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3.4 FOCAL RATIO DEGRADATION (FRO) ANALYSIS 

Using the pupil image of the pupil simulator (pssOmOn31; Figure 41), the FWHM (d = 808 pixies = 7.27mm) was measured. 
Since the f/ratio of that beam is known (f/4 .58), the focal distance (f = fl# (d) = 33.3mm) could be calculated. The detector 
was then placed at that distance f (= 33.3mm) behind the output face of the fibre. This allows for radii on the image to be 
shown in terms of focal ratios. 

A VisualBASIC program (see Appendix K, page 129 and Appendix L, page 130) was wrinen to remove the background and 
sum the enclosed intensity in a given circular area, concentric with the centroid of the spot. The radius was then incrementally 
increased, examining larger and larger areas on the image until the radius is large enough to begin to include the background . 
The sum of counts in these increasing radii is plolted in Figure 97 and Figure 99 . From this infonnation, the speed of the beam 
and the corresponding enclosed energy, represented as a percentage, could be determined (Figure 98 and Figure 100). 

For the case of the 400/lm fibre in Set 31, the following enclosed energy and FRD curves are calculated. 
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Figure 97: Set 31 (40otJ,m x 9m) enclosed counts vs. radius from centroid. 
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Figure 98: Set 31 (400ILID x 9m) FRD test results. 

The dashed line indicates the beam speed (fI4.58) injected into the test fibre. 

Approximately 92% of the light exiting the fibre is contained within the launched fl#. Also, it may be seen that all the light is 
emitted slower than -fI4 . 

It can be seen that EE(80) varies from f14 .8 to fl5.1 and EE(50) varies from fl6.l to f16.4 across all mask positions. 

The effects of FRD are reduced for mask position m3, this is expected since the Full Widths are reduced (see Figure 76) for this 
mask position . 

The following enclosed energy and FRD curves are calculated for Set 34, the re-polished 600llm fibre . 

The curves show that approximately 94% of the energy is contained within the input flratio , and that the deviation in output 
flratio at EE80 is from 5.3 to 5.4 while at EE50 it varies from 6.6 to 6.9 for the different mask positions. 
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Figure 99: Set 34 (600J.Ull x 30m) enclosed counts vs. radius from centroid. 
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Figure 100: Set 34 (60~m x 30m) FRD Results. 
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3.5 CONCLUSION 

It can be seen that the 
6" (see Figure 32 and 

72] and Figure 91 
61]). 

of the HET, simulated in a test by moving a mask across the second mirror from 0" to 
44]), causes substantial """"'5"" in the far field pattern of the output beam (Figure 89 

73] for the case of the 400jlm and negligible changes in the near field pattern (Figure 73 

It is clear that the central obstruction is not cornpletely seen in the doughnut structure of 
the output UH'.5 .... ". Figure 66 

The first characteristic examined was the varying of the modulation. Seen together with the intensity vs. 
mask position it can be understood that the mask simply obstructs the outer beam and causes the (seen in the cross-
section plots) to reduce in intensity. The modulation increases again when the mask intrudes so much of the beam that there is 
reduced light to be into the centre regions. 

The second characteristic examined was the full widths at two points. A suggested reason for the dip in the FWHM curves 
might be because the maximum intensity for the first few mask positions decreases, while the central trough region decreases 
less in intensity the modulation reduces), the decreases and this is seen in a reduced FWHM value. However, 
when there is not to be scrambled into the central and the modulation increases again, the profile becomes 
shorter and the increase in the full width is seen The FW13.5 appears to be reasonable insensitive to variations in mask 
positions. 

The final characteristic of the fibre examined was the focal ratio The fibres exhibited results for FRD that 
logically are in with the poor scrambling of the central obstruction. 

The removal of the epoxy on the output face shows that it influences the output results. 

It is seen that the mountm technique of the fibres is ,..,..,.,.r.rl'lnt although it not fully understood. 

It is clear that a 
exp,enrnenlts that 

understanding of the fibres to be used for SALT's Fibre Instrument Feed be achieved through ael;l.!~ilea 
the following effects for fibres from different manufacturers: 

Effect of fibre diameter. 

Time aeI>enoerlce. 

It is that many researchers have undertaken similar tests in their own labs \.1,-,;UU"" Watson, Parry, which will 
be of relevance. 

In the final the pupil simulator indicates that because of the variations in the output, effort should be undertaken to 
further scramble the Hunter & propose a double scrambler which increases the amount of redial 
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4. CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This is an into the Fibre Instrument Feed for the SALT - it the groundwork for the instrument to be and 
integrated onto the telescope. In this section, a fibre test rig is proposed that may be used for two purposes: one, to 
undertake tests on different fibre to obtain the most suitable supplier; and two, because of the individual nature of 
test each fibre to be used with the instrument In addition, various mechanisms are discussed that could be 
Imilielnerltea in the of the SALT's FIF. 

4.2 PROPOSED INVESTIGATION INTO FIBRE OPTICS 

Manufacturers of fibre will produce fibres and guarantee their attenuation properties and "P'-''''''''''-' response, but due to a 
fibre's individual characteristics, such as scrambling and Focal Ratio each fibre to be tested individually. 

From the results in the previous section (§3), it is clear that before a Fibre Instrument Feed can be built for the losses 
due to fibre end preparation, technique and need to be characterised. These effects should also be 
characterised for fibre diameter and fibre and attention should be to the time and the of the 
results. 

One is to build a rig (Figure 101) to test for FRD and scrambling first for the most suitable manufacturer of 
fibre optics for the SALT and then to test the individual fibres to be used on the instrument 

Source Lamp 
Source Fibre; 100-Z00um core 

I n~pec t ion TV Carner ~ 

Micro$cope ob jediv e 
f=200mm 

FP2 Iri;; 

ZSmm linear Stage 

Image C"mer. 

laser 

Figure 101: Proposed FRD test rig. 

FP2 

f=15mm 
t/3 

Test fibre 
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A small diameter (lOO-200Ilm) source fibre is used to destroy the lamp structure by scrambling. An alternative would be to 
the behind a and a pinhole. The is collimated by a lens with a focal length of 

125mm. The iris after the lens has a diameter of 2Smm, this leads to the test accepting slower than f/S from the 
source fibre. Because the source fibre emits a beam with a that is not a function, the slower corresponding 
to the top of the will be injected into the test fibre. The collimated beam diameter can be controlled by the iris diameter 
which in turn controls the flratio to be injected into the test fibre the second lens. This lens is fast to test over the 
range of input slower than f13. Between the iris and the second lens is a pellicle which serves several 
functions. 

• it provides a means to measure the iris diameter by allowing an of the pupil to be taken 
detocllsl!lg the image camera). 

• This same can be used to record the injected beam profile to be compared with the exit beam from the 
test fibre to obtain the transfer function of the fibre. 

• Thirdly, an of the input beam can be used to measure the throughput of the fibre (knowing the transmitted-
reflective fraction of the U\AJ,.u..."f.'.u '"'" J. 

.. Fourthly, it allows the inspection of the concentricity of injected beam on the input face of the test fibre. The lens used 
to the test fibre input face has a focal length of which magnifies the 2.67 times so that a 
fibre forms an image 1.6mm in diameter. This easily fits on the CCD chip of a small high resolution TV camera. 

The setup also ""'''''''ni,>ntl" allows the use of a backlighting laser, so that alignment of the two fibres can be easily cornpl.etea. 
Finally, the far field is obtained the translation so that the test fibre illuminates the CCD on the 

camera. This of fibres and techniques by the test fibre. 
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4.3 THE SALT's TELECENTRIC ANGLE PROBLEM 

The SAC design for the SALT has a field of view twice that of the HET, yielding a field 8 arc-minutes and -lOOmm in 
diameter, the corresponding telecentric angle variation in this case is -4.6°, as shown in Figure 102. 

o AY UT 
SAL T SAC ~ MIRRORS 11 M 550MM ADC . 
TUE RUG 15 2E)01a r----1 
seRLE' 1.1a0E)0 20.0~ MILLI~ETERS 

1'6' 

8 arcmin 

j 
focal plane 

___ M-Ial!t~ 

CONFICURRTION 1 OF 1 

Figure 102: ZEMAX ray-trace (courtesy of D. O'Donoghue) showing the telecentric angle variation in the SAL T's uncorrected field of view (Buckley 
& Sessions, 2000). 

However, it is possible to place a doublet before the image plane in order to correct for the telecentric angle variation. This 
removes the telecentricity, but adds field curvature, as shown in Figure 103. The deviation, in this case, of the focal surface 
from a plane amounts to -3mm (called sagitta or sag). 

Telecentrlc angle correcting lens 
3D LRYCA.JT 

SALT SAC ~ MIRRORS 11M 500MM AOC FF . 
TUE RUG 15 2001i1 r----1 
SCALE: 1.0000 20 . 00 MILI.IMETE~S 

~ IIIB&llJ\mIIlllJiitI·IlIISJX 
CONFIGURATION I OF I 

Figure 103: ZEMAX ray-trace (courtesy of D. O'Donoghue) showing the telecentric angle variation removed in the SALT's corrected field of view 
with a doublet (Buckley & Sessions, 2000). 
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The first option would require a positioner to align the fibres with the increased telecentric angle variation (i .e. in X,Y,e and <1» 

and the second, although the telecentric angle is removed, requires a positioner to move in X, Y and Z. Following is an 
examination of both field configurations with possible mechanisms and schemes to position the fibres proposed. 

4.4 CONCEPTS FOR THE UNCORRECTED FOCAL PLANE 

4.4.1 Analysis of the HET's Field 

The telecentric angle uncorrected field configuration for SALT, is an enlarged version of the HET's field . The following is an 
analysis of the HET's field; although the numbers are different, the concept (and conclusions) can be applied to SALT. 

The HET's telecentric angle variation has been called the "Telecentric Angle Problem". To guarantee maximum light 
admittance to the fibre optic, the probes must be positioned to within IOllm in the focal plane. Ideally, the probes should be 
tilted to within 0.15 0 (corresponding to ::;5% loss in light) of the principle ray to ensure minimal disturbance in the speed of the 
exit beam (Buckley, 2000; Sessions, 2000). Without a mechanism to tilt the fibre to match the principle ray of the admitted 
light bundle, the telescope's effective i-ratio of if4.6 will increase to if3.7 because of the azimuthal scrambling (refer §2.3.4) 
combining the nominal beam angle and the telecentric angle. The increase means that the objects in the outer regions of the 
field will overfill the collimator if it is matched to the exit speed for those in the central regions . The HET's solution to this 
problem is to use a method of "zoning" whereby two of the ten probes are mounted exactly perpendicularly to the focal plane 
(Type 0 Probes), and used only in the inner regions . The remaining eight probes (Type 1 Probes) are set at an angle of 10 and 
are deployed in the outer regions. The spectrograph is then designed to a compromise i-ratio of if4.2. The losses associated 
with each probe are shown in graphical form in Figure 104 and Figure 105 (Horner, 1998). 
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00.15-0.2 "@ 
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+-' 
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.0.05-0.1 co .... 
~ 0-0.05 

Figure 104: Type 0 MOS probes. The XV plane (units in inches) represents the area that the probe covers in the focal plane (Figure 26),. X is the 
longer axis, which extends beyond the centre of the field. The Y axis only represents half the mapped out area (because of symmetry). The vertical 

axis represents the fractional loss of light, which increases as the probe moves outside its zoned limit. 
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Figure 105: Similar to Figure 104, for Type 1 MOS probes. Showing light loss in the central regions by the probes. 

To verify the angle thai the HET used on the Type 1 probes, the following coordinate system was defined (Figure 106). 

z 
z' 

I / 
I / 
I / 

r~ 
1/ 
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p 
y 

w 

x 
X' 

Figure 106: Coordinate system dermed to verify angle on Type 1 probes. 

The origin of the XY plane coincides with the centre of the fQcal plane. The origin of the X'Z' plane is the location of the probe 
end in the focal plane. The vector P represents the probe, to which the fibre is attached, and L the principal ray of the light 
beam. Alpha (a) is defined as the probe's tilt in the X'Z' plane, measured from the vertical. 
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Figure 1 fJ7: Line of analysis shown by bold line starting at a radius of 30% on the Y Axis to the full radius of 100% along the hypotenuse of the area 
mapped out by the linear translation stages. 

The angle between the probe (P) and the chief ray (L) is calculated for the positions along the limit of the probe's allowable 
area, as shown in Figure 107 by the darkened line, where the angles are the greatest. The probe in this case, is constrained to lie 
in the X'Y' plane; the following graph is then obtained for five cases of a: 
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Figure 108: Probe optimised to 1 degree. 

It can be seen that the tilt angle a = 10 (shown in the red curve in Figure 108), forms the smallest angle between the probe and 
the light, across the field. The results are thus in agreement with the decision to mount the probes at 10 for use in the outer 
regions of the field (Homer, et al, 1997). 
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A double integral can be set up using a similar analysis to cover the area that the probe maps out in the focal plane. This can be 
used to quantify the angle between the probe and the principal ray for different orientations of the probe. Two degrees of 
freedom are required to perfectly align the probe with the principal ray for all (allowable) X and Y. As expected, this adds 
complexity to the mechanism and the control system (the exact reason for which the RET used the method of zoning) . If only 
one degree of freedom is added (to simplify), the analysis points to, quantitively, which degree of freedom should be added. 
Four cases are therefore set up: 

Case 1. Probe tilted (1°) and in a plane collinear with the axis in Figure 107. 
Case 2. Probe tilted (10) with a variable angle allowing it to point along a radial vector. 
Case 3. Probe with variable tilt & in line with X-Y stage. 
Case 4. Probe with variable tilt and angle, allowing alignment with the chief ray. 

Case 1 corresponds to the solution adopted by the RET, its number is used as the reference value. Case 4, by definition, the 
integral should equal zero. 

Using the integral: 

where, 

[

PeOSe Sifl¢J [peos /3 sin aJ 
L= psinesin¢ ,and P= psin/3sina 

peos¢ peosa 

~ is not shown in Figure 106 but is angle between the X axis and the projection of P onto the XY plane. 

XI = 0; X2 = Y2(l2.7) = 6.35; YI = 0; Yz = 22.9; P = 1; H = 872.27mrn 

where ~ is the integral of the angles between the chief ray and the probe (also the axis of the fibre optic) over the area mapped 
out by the probe. It should be noted that due to the way the integral has been set up, the upper and lower limits of the integral 
are defined by the limits of the X-V translation stage. H is the exit pupil distance, it is from this value that the telecentric 
variation value of -1.6° is calculated. 

Now the cases reduce to: 

Case 1. CJ. = 1 0; ~ = 0° 
Case 2. CJ. = 1 0; ~ = 8 
Case 3. CJ. = arctan(cos8 tanq,); ~ = 0° 
Case 4. CJ. = q,; ~ = 8 

The plots of the functions being integrated over are shown in Figure 109 (case 1), Figure 110 (case2), and Figure 111 (case 3). 
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Figure 109: Plot of arccos( L· P) - Case 1 

Figure 110: Plot of arccos( L· P) - Case 2 

Figure 111: Plot of arccos( L· P) - Case 3 
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The leads to the 

Case 1. ~::: 72.31 
Case 2. ~ = 55.12 
Case 3. ~ 30.29 
Case 4. ~=O 

results: 

This means that for a mechanism that can point the fibre towards the optical axis, i.e. the tilt is qonfined to the WZ 
this will result in an improvement of 24% with to light loss compared to the current zoning method (Case 1 where 

the tilting in constrained to the plane) and if the only of freedom added, was the tilt parameter, then there would be 
an improvement of 58%. 

4.4.2 Possible Manipulating Elements 

The following possible manipulating elements are in addition to the X-V translation stages used in the HET It is noted 
that to angular adjustment to the probe, to align the fibre with the chief ray, the probe needs to be orientated so 
that it points to the of the exit and the optical axis. For the addition to the HET ,,~"'~u.~, 
this means that two of freedom to be added to the the first must tilt the fibre to the telecentric angle of the 
corresponding field position and another must the probe along a radial vector. 

4.4.2.1 Nanomotors®: 

It is possible to consider the actuation element proposed for use in the ECHIDNA (Gillingham, et aI, 2000). The Nanomotor® 
(manufactured by Nanotechnik) is a small motor that uses It thus has the resolution at the 
atomic scale (sub-nanometre) and overcomes the limited typical of other actuators. A 
linear table can be constructed from these actuators and is shown in 

Figure 112: Nanomotor® linear table. 

while its is a limited stroke of lOmm (where 
the NEWPORT linear translation stages. 

Another COlltu~ur'ltlCm of Nanomotors® could be to arrange three motors in a and 
tilt of the probe the fibres. These could be mounted on 
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that the motors are small and conrlp3J~t (6.35mm in U,o.'ll1"""" 
(Kleindiek, 2000). 

however, the small force of these motors 

4.4.2.2 Shape Memory Alloys 

Materials that with are called memory Deformed plastically 
shape when heated above their transition which causes a 

Because the transition occurs over a range rather than at a defined temperature, memory alloys can be used 
in precise actuation (Hodgson, 1999). Copper based alloys and nickel titanium (Nitinol) are the most common of shape 
memory alloys (TiNi Alloy Company, 2000; Shape Memory Applications, 1999). Wire which is drawn from this 
called "muscle wire", contracts when it is or has a current through it, and could be used in a fibre IH.'"'IJll"'"lll~ 
""'''''''U''''. as shown in 114. The weight of the is at the Manoeuvring of the probe is achieved by 
"''''~''''''i'M'n'' the wires and relaxing the bottom wires to tilt the fibre. To there must be different forces on the 
hOrizontally displaced wires. There are two importance issues to be considered in such a control and heat 
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Probe 

4 x Muscle 
Wire 

4.4.2.3 Piezoelectric Benders 

Figure 114: Scheme to manipulate fibres using "muscle wire". 

These are a fonn of crystals called Ceramic Multilayer Benders which are built 
zirconate titanate based ceramic materials (Ferropenn, Physik stnlmjent,e, 2001). 

Plate 

mounted to the bender and a applied to attain the correct cOlrrei,po,ndme; to the fibre pos:ltlcm in the field of view 
Figure 1 

-/+ 

Figure 115: Piezoelectric bender. 

Standard beam can be used to calculate forces required to tilt the fibres: 
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rwL 
\{z 

L 

clx 

Figure 116: Force diagram for uniformly loaded beam. W::: Total Load, Z ::: Section modulus of cross-section. 

The deflection at a point is given as: 

y 
Wx 2 

24EIL 
+(2L-xY] (Green,1992) 

ely 

where - I ;;;;; .!!-. d 4 is the moment of inertia for a circular cross-section and E Young's modulus; L ::::: length an W ::::: total load. 
64 

Then: 

and 

at the end, x L 

so 

= 

8:::::
dy 

dx 

3Lx+ ) 

==> W = 6EJ(} 

if the 
then: 

is assumed: L ::::: 100mm, E :::: 48-83 Gpa for and the fibre diameter is in the range: 500 ~m - 1200~m, 
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Figure 117: Tilting force required to bend fibre. 

Figure 117 plots the in force required to tilt the fibre, were the fibre to lie the Dle:ZOleleCU'llC for varying 
young's modulus and fibre diameter. It is that the limits of this is on the of the bender. 

4.4.3 ..... "' ....... 0 .... Schemes 

4.4.3.1 Concept One: Goniometric Cradles 

NEWPOKT Goniometric Cradles could be used to "rock" the the fibres about the centre of the focal 
118). The scheme has a linear mounted in the radial dimension to allow an individual probe access to a sector of 

the field of view. A mechanism; such as the piezoelectric bender discussed is required but not shown in the 

118: Goniomelric cradle. 
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The advantage of such a scheme is that it simplifies the tilting of the since only one tilt angle is as the fibre is 
always on a radial vector. The IS Its since it is more than 150mm and because only two could be 
accommodated on a level, the entire unit would exceed 750mm. This poses two the length of the probes makes is 
U~~'''VUUj'''' to flexure and that an instrument of those dimensions cannot be accommodated on the Tracker. 

4.4.3.2 Concept Two: Cross mounted translations mounted on a tip-tilt stage. 

!-'V",'UU"'" to mount two translation at 90" to each other on of a tip-tilt as shown in Figure 119. The 
of such a is the volume required to an instrument with more than two modules. The 

platforms are manufactured by NEWPORT and provide _5" angular adjustment along both axes. 

Figure 119: Tip Tilt Scheme. 
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4.5 CONCEPTS FOR THE TELECENTRIC CORRECTED FOCAL SURFACE 

The telecentric angle corrected field, achieved with the doublet, has a curved focal surface with a sag of -3mm. Because the 
telecentric angle is zero, the mechanism to position the fibres in the SALT's field of view is restricted to the X, Y and Z 
motions. 

4.5.1 Concept One: Three Axis Modules 

A possible solution to manipulate an object in X, Y and Z is to use linear translation stages mounted orthogonal to each other. 
All components are proprietary items so the design would be simple and cost effective. Using the following NEWPORT 
components: 

1. 2 x M-436-A (Low Profile Crossed-Roller Bearing Translation Stage, metric, 50mm stroke, with aperture). 
2. 1 x 360-90 (900 Angle Bracket). 
3. 1 x M-426-A (Low Profile Crossed-Roller Bearing Translation Stage, metric, 25mm stroke, with aperture) . 
4. 3 x 850G closed loop precision actuators. 

The following positioning module (Figure 120) can be imagined. 

Figure 120: Three axis manipulator. 

Ten modules could be arranged around the field in the following way: 
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~" 

Figure 121: Layout for three axis manipulator. 

leading to an extremely space inefficient scheme for positioning fibres (layout diameter / field diameter", 10). Two tiers of five 
modules might reduce the volume required, however, to be accommodated on the SALT Instrument platform, a more compact 
solution needs to be found. 

4.5.2 Concept Two: Parallelogram Flexure Mechanism 

Using the following components: 

1. 2 x M-436-A (Newport Low Stage, metric, 50mm stroke, with aperture). 
2. 3 x 850G closed loop precision actuators . 
3. 8 x Bendix flexures . 

The two translation stages are mounted to a parallelogram flexure mechanism that can be sprung loaded to the rearward 
direction and actuated forward. This will keep the stages parallel to the base but will rise the level giving some Z-motion, the 

travel in the X direction will be extended according to M = ~ a2 
- (a - z/ where a is the length of the linkages between the 

two major plates. The linkage pivots are flexures to eliminate errors associated with backlash and stiction. 

Figure 122: Parallelogram mechanism. 
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Figure 123: Layout for parallelogram mechanism. 

The modules can then be arranged in two levels to reduce the overall diameter of the instrument (layout diameter / field 
diameter ~ 6), and since they are low in profile the overall height is small. The red rectangular box represents a linear 
translation stage for positioning an Integral Field Unit or synthetic slits in the field. 
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4.6 CONCLUSION TO CONCEPT D VELOPMENT 

It has become clear over the course of this that the success of the Fibre Instrument Feed for SALT is ae[Jenae!lt 
of its fibre and their In section three it is shown that because of the way the "ot<;;''''"'fJ'' 

with a fixed and a that off the mirror array, variations are introduced to the beam that is 
into the fibre over the course of the track. the of fibre these variations manifest 
themselves in the of the fibre which in turn illuminates the over the course of the 
track and thus increases the errors in like line which leads to radial 

Section 4 sets the and manufacture of the SALT's FIF. It proposes a 
and Focal Ratio A test to this end is ~~''''''''v''"Y 

a that can: 

control the of the beam into a test fibre and thus measure 
accommodate a mask to simulate the central obstruction in the beam and thus 

the beam to use in measurements of transfer functions and 
in test fibres which means that fibres from different 

can be tested. 
between the test and source 

u",'~mJH, an examination of mechanisms to the fibre in the 
It is shown that a of the SAC for the SALT a field that is twice as 

include Muscle Wire (a 
1111"'''.' v items from such the Goniometric 

is undertaken to examine the effect of the telecentric 
between the fibre and the chief ray. It was 

fibre scheme can the fibre with the chief ray of the 
freedom is added to the system, of tilt in one 
decision to mount at a constant lOis shown a method is shown that removes 
the telecentric variation with a doublet. this lens adds field curvature to the focal surface with 
-3mm sag that would an and Z rather than 8 and 4>. Two methods are nrl',nAop;j 

fibres in this corrected field. These both use NEWPORT linear translation The first uses an 
three stages to each other and the second uses two that are mounted to a flexured 
The latter scheme lends itself to the mass and volume constraints outlined in the 
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5. ONCLUSIONS AND ECO ENDA TI NS 

South Africa is a - the Southern African eleSC()Pe or SALT - at the South Africa Astronomical 
pnl<l,r.c,rs site in Sutherland that will be the It is based on the 

telt!sc()pe sited in west Texas the Hl1nr"J-i".nf'r 
that have a 

""'O,, .. 'JIJ<O of the same size. can be observed over the course of the 
12° offset -35" from the vertical. 

off the nmm~l1"'V 

This thesis fibre feed system. It uses fibre as 
cn"f'hY.oc<>r,h mounted in an controlled room 

that the fibre is called the Fibre 

In the first An introduction to the HET 
concept, a ". ~,,,~.a,,,,.v,. cn,·I't'·()CI~l1r\V follows. there is a 
discussion on the HET's Fibre Instrument Feed and an introduction to the "telecentric 

beam 
and were found to vary. in one case, from 17-37% 

radial measurements. For these 

section it became clear while U}11,r\{II10 simulator that more on 
would have to be that would characterise different 
and Focal Ratio It is recommended that fibres be tested of similar 

between the instrument on the telt~sc()pe and the will 
ensure the best fibres for use with SALT's FIF. This was 
fibres on the focal surface. First it examined means of 

and ill because of the telecentric This telecentric 
ray of a from the as its radial in the field increases. A solution is 
shown the telecentric with doublet that results in a curved field. The 
for such a field needs and Z. A of two mounted linear translation 

on flexure mechanism is recommended. 
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Appendix A. ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS 

Figure 124: Bench mounted pupil simulator. At the far end, the first mirror is seen which collimates the light onto the second mirror (lower right) . 
This focuses the light via the pellicle beamsplitter into the test fibre. The inspection optics are seen to the right of the central assembly. 

Figure 125: Fibre magnified on monitor. The light spot to the left of the indicated fibre is the focused beam from the simulator. 
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Figure 126: Backlighting test fibre with a laser. This fills the fibre with low order modes that can be used to position (tip/tilt) the ioput (or other end) 

of this fibre. Alignment is ensured when the laser spot is focused on the output of the source fibre after the reflections on the second and first mirrors. 

Figure 127: Original far field imaging with opal sheet. 
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The 

Appendix B. EXPERIMENTAL ApPARATUS 

l. 
2. 

nno,r"h.< was used in HET 

3. NEWPORT 5-Axis Fibre Ferrule mount. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

radial lens chuck. 
Filter holder. 
Colour filters. 
Neutral 

9. FO#I 9m POLYMICRO FHP200240270. 
10. FO#I 6m POLYMICRO FHP320385500. 
II. FO#I chuck mounted on NEWPORT linear 
12. MIR#l-D 
13. MIR#2 D 8.01 
14. Cardboard diameter 3inch. 
15. Internal hex 200mm AIF mask. 
16. Pellicle 
17. FO#2 - 9m POLYMICRO 
18. FO#2 - 30m POLYMICRO 

simulator ex[)eriment 

mirror. 

19. FO#2 mounted on 2 linear and 1 rotation stages. 
20. SBIG ST-6 & ST-8 CCD cameras. 
21. TV CCD inSIJeClion 
22. 

camera. 
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Appendix C. SOURCE BEAM 

The digital camera (NIKON CoolPix 950) was used to capture an image of the source projected onto an opal sheet (shown in 
Figure 128). The sheet was placed between the source fibre and the first mirror (see Figure 32, page 44). 

Figure 128: Source beam taken with digital camera. 

Figure 129: Source beam cross-section. 

It is noted that there is a central peak to the beam profile. Ideally this should have a square profile but this perhaps more 
gaussian profile has to be accepted and can be dealt with. If the input and the output far field patterns are known then it is 
possible to obtain the optical transfer function of the fibre. 
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Appendix D. COLOUR TESTS 

Aim and Method: 

The objective is to investigate the colour dependency of the fibre scrambling by using various filters. 

Colour is examined five filters and a source fibre of 200J.l.m to illuminate the Simulator. Far field 
fibre are onto an opal sheet and recorded with the SBIG ST-8 CCD camera. 

Apparatus and Notes: 

1. Pupil Simulator and Far Field Test 
2. 200J.l.m source fibre 
3. 400lllTI test fibre (length 9m). 
4. Red Filter - 590/3.012 
5. Yellow Filter - 530/3.0/2 
6 .. Green Filter - BOl8/2.012 
7. Blue/Green Filter - BOl4/2.0/2 
8. Blue Filter - BOl21l.0/2 

The names of the filter colours are arbitrary and are for convenience in this experiment. 

Errors (from meaSZtn1lP the curves directly from the print out i.e. before VisualBASIC Code in EXCEL was 

Assuming that the errors are random and gaussian: 

let 

a :::: maximum intensity 
b :::: trough ntpncl1hl 

C :::: background intensity 

8(x+ y) == 8(x- y) == [(&[ +(Dy []Yz 

Modulation == M 
a-b d 

a-c e 

8d:::::8(a-b) [(8a)2+(8bY]Yz 

==8(a C)==[(8a)2+(&Y]Yz 

0:: ~ 0v.) [( ~)2 {; Jr 

of the test 
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now 

let oa ::: ob == Ox 

forFWHM& 

= M[(OaY +(Ob) 
(a by + 

we can write 

where/and g are the errors on the measurements on either side of the 

Colour Results: 

The shown below are far field cross-sections. are because are results pre-realignment of the rig. 
It is obvious from the the influence the HU'><lU~I1Jlll","L of the first mirror had on the results. 

U-· ... r2000 

3GOt) 

unDO 

i : 
2000 

1l ;i! 

'" 'il 
tllDO '" 

HIIH'! 

, , '" no " .. .". UlClO 

Col'lll!ll(pJuh) 

Figure 130: Red filter (10 second exposure). 

Figure 131: Yellow filter (10 second exposure). 

noo 

.~~~~~. ~~~~~~~~ , ... 
C-\llu.\I1111 (pballl) 

Figure 132: Green filter (90 second exposure). Figure 133: Biue/Green filter (60 second exposure). 
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~ t1300 .. 
>C 

rooo 

"" 

Figure 134: Blue filter (18{J second exposure). Figure 135: White· no filter (7 second exposure). 

Analysis: 

Modulation was measured directly on the plot with a it was assumed that the measurement error on the vertical 
axis was ±lmm and on the horizontal axis, ±O.25mm. The errors are conservatively estimated to be less than 1 % but 
this does not include error due to variation. 

25,---------------------------------------------------

20+-----/\---::-----
i 

I" - ~ \'>---------< 
~ 10 +-------- -----------------------------
1 :e 

5+--------------------------------------

o+--------~------~------,_------,_------,_------,_----__, 

white red yellow green 
blue/green blue 

Filter Colour 

Figure 136: Plot of Modulation vs. Colour. 
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Conclusion: 

760 

740 

720 

700 

.. 680 
i 
~ 660 
~ 
Il.. 640 

620 

600 

) 

1'-------'1'----- .~- --.;:.------1" 

1'- ...L 

580+------------------------------------------

white red yellow green blue/green blue 

Filter Colour 

Figure 137: Filter Colour vs. FWHM & FW 13.5. 

-FWHM 
-- FWI3.5 

The results indicate that the filters have some effect on the results. It is also noted that different filters have different 
oaIlopiasS:es, hence the results, especially for the green filter. It was deduced from this that all 
results would be recorded with a red filter to ensure that the data obtained was not colour dependent 
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Appendix E. CODE TO CALCULATE THE INTENSITY VS. TIME DATA OF THE 
SOURCE LAMP 

This code knits consecutive data series tog:etller to produce a time sequence of the 

SUb setup() 
Dim n, Num 
Dim i, x, y 
Dim tl, t2 
n 1 
Let Num = 5 'number of data sets to knit together. 
For i = 1 To Num 

Let fileS = "c:\data\20000316\n" + Format(i) + ".ivt" 
Open fileS For Input As #1 

, extract time of first measurement on the file. 
For x 1 To 3 

Line Input #1, Line$ 
Next x 

t1 = Mid(Line$, 7, 2) * 3600 + Mid(Line$, 10, 2) * 60 + Mid(Line$, 13, 2) 

, throwaway header stuff. 
For x :: 4 To 14 

Line Input #1, Line$ 
Next x 

Line$ = tl + Mid(Line$, 8, 7) & "," & Right (Line$, 7) 
Range("a ft + Format(n».FormulaRlCl :: Line$: n n + 1 

, write value into worksheet cell. 
Do Until EOF (1) 

Line Input #1, Line$ 
element1 t1 + Mid(Line$, 8, 7) 
Line$ :: element1 & "," & Right(Line$, 7) 
Range!fta" + Format(n» . FormulaR1Cl = Line$: n n + 1 

Loop 
Close ill 
If i <: Mum Then 

Let fileS "c:\data\20000316\n" + Format!i + 1) + ".ivt" 
Open file$ For Input As #2 

For x = 1 To 3 
Line Input #2, Line$ 

Next x 
t2 = Mid(Line$, 7, 2) * 3600 + Mid(Line$, 10, 2) * 60 + Mid(Line$, 13, 2) 

Close #2 
, put ti.me spaci.ng until the time for the next file. 
For y 1 To Int«t2 - (tl + 600» / 0.2) 

Line$ = elementl + 0.2 * Y 
Range{"a" + Format(n» . FormulaRlCl = Line$: n n + 1 

Next y 
End If 

Next i 
End Sub 
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Appendix F. ALIGNMENT TESTS 

Aim and Method: 

The aim of this was to measure the modulation and full widths of the test fibre far field for 
different telecentric of input. The pupil simulator was used in this experiment. Additionally, this gave an 
indication of the senSitivity of the to misalignments. 

Results: 

!Joan 

~ 
J1 "". 

... , lOtiO 

COilllllh (glnl.ll} 

Figure 138: 0.00 degrees. Figure 139: 0.25 degrees. 
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Figure 141: 0.75 degrees. 

Figure 140: 0.50 degrees. 
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Figure 142: 1.00 degrees. Figure 143: 1.25 degrees. 
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Figure 144: 1.50 degrees. 
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Figure 146: 2.00 degrees. 
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Figure 145: 1.75 degrees. 
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Discussion: 

25.-------------------------------------------------------

20+-----~~--------------------------------------------

'i" 
b.O 

115 

i 10+---------------~--------~---------------------------
"!:I 

~ 
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5 +--------- --------------------4c-----------------------

r----

o 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.5 1.75 

Fibre Tilt Angle (degrees) 

Figure 147: Plot of Modulation vs. Tilt Angle. 

..-.-_ .... ...-,.-' ---

-...-.---.---
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o 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.25 1.5 1. 75 2 

Fibre 

Figure 148: Plot of Pixel Value ofFWHM & FW13.5 vs. Tilt Angle. 

2 

-FWHM 
-- FW13.5 

It was seen that when the pupil structure was into the test fibre the modulation reduces and the full widths increase. 
The rig was thus sensitive to The laser could be used in its mode (see § to ensure 
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Appendix G. JUSTIFICATION ON TAKING THE BARE FIELD 

Objective: 

The objective was to detennine whether the images of the "bare field", that where the 
projected directly onto the were truly far field representations. The ferrule was 
CCD and the field was imaged. The CCD was then stepped away in equal increments. 
plateau, then the "bare field" is ensured to be the far field. 

Results: 

Code 
Distance between fibre exit 

and chip 
10 2.Smm 
11 5.3mm 
12 7.Smm 
13 1O.3mm 
14 12.8mm 
15 15.3mm 
16 17.8mm 
17 20.3mm 
IS 22.Smm 
19 25.3mm 

110 27.Smm 
III 30.3mm 
112 32.8mm 

Table 4: Distance between fibre and chip related to code used. 

IRAF was used in this instance to reduce the data. 

lCI.w/IJ.\, ltS-li"1~!OOG Ml,to/l'fIA.¥ 

..... 
-20(100 

ftUOOO 

• ;:! il uscoo 

~ ;ii 
1&000 

10(100: 

. . . '" urll} , 
'" '" ('$luau (pkels} 

beam from the fibre optic was 
up against the window of the 

If the values for modulation were to 

:Il3-lIt1-2001i 

". 10M " ... 1600 
C .. l".lAft{piula) 

Figure 149: 10 Cross-section - d := 2.8mm. Figure 150: 11 Cross-section - d := 5.3mm. 
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Figure 151: 12 Cross-section - d :::: 7.Smm. 
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Figure 153: 14 Cross-section - d :: 12.Smm. 
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Figure 155: 16 Cross- section - d :::: 17.Smm. 
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Figure 157: IS Cross-section - d:; 22.8mm. 

UIOOO 

Figure 152: 13 Cross-section - d :::: 10.3mm. 
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Figure 154: IS Cross-section - d :::: 15.3mm. 
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Figure 156: 17 Cross-section - d :::: 20.3mm. 

Figure 158: 19 Cross-section - d ::: 25.3mm. 
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Figure 159: 110 Cross-section- d 27.8mm. 
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Figure 161: 112 Cross-section - d :: 32.8mm. 
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Figure 160: 111 Cross-section - d = 30.3mm. 
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Analysis: 

The modulation and full width curves are .I.Ol-eWJ"' ..... below in 162: 

.-. ., 
] 
-eo 

~ 

1200 .,--------------------------..........,. 0.35 

1000 +-------------------~~~-~~ 

Modulation 

800 

0.3 

0.25 

'" 0.2 1 
600 

FWHM 

+--+---------~~------------~ ~ 

0.15 :g 
:IS 

400 

0.1 

200+-------------------------~ 
0.05 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19· UO 111 112 

Camera PollinO!! 

Figure 162: FWHM and modulation vs. camera position. 

~FWHM 

~Modulation 

In the first position (10) it would appear that modulation is de(;rellse,d. however this is due to the camera at 
pn.l."'u", .. , .... counts of (flat top in 149; The image (11) does 

not exhibit any indication of saturation (Figure 150) and thus the experiment is not void. 

It is clear that modulation 1'1a.,,",,,,,':>. meaning that this "bare field" is in fact a good rep,resentati()n of the far field. 

The plot of the FWHM is very close to linear. This that the camera was at accurate equal increments. 
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Appendix H. VISUALBASIC CODE FOR IMAGE REDUCTION IN EXCEL 

Objective: 

The objective was to write a code that could handle the entire data set. It calculated 
the cross-sections for each mask position in each image set (Le. 7 mask positions x 

Code: 

Public picture!l To 1020, 1 To 1530) 
Dim a, b, h, i, j, k, 1, r, x As Integer 
Dim LineLength As Integer, LineCounter As Integer 
Dim Truck$, Line$, Fi1eName$ 
Dim squash!l To 1530) As Double 
Dim element As Double, MomentLeft As Double, MomentRight As Double 
Dim flag As Boolean, LineBalance As Boolean 
Dim LineCentroid As Integer, ColumnCentroid As Integer 
Dim criteria As Double, enclosed As Double, t1 As Double, t2 As Double 
Dim peak As Integer, Trough As Integer 
Dim LineCut(l to 1530) As Integer 

Sub mainO 

For ImageSet = 31 To 35 

Let flag = False 

With Sheets("Sheet" & Format(ImageSet 30» 
.Select 
. Name "Set" & Format(ImageSet) 

End with 

Sheets("Set 35").Se1ect 

For m -6 To 6 
Let t1 Timer 

'load array 
FileName$ = "d: Idata/text/bfsOm" & Format (m) & "n" & Format (ImageSet) & ". txt" 
Call LoadArray(FileName$) 

'find criteria: twice background 
criteria = 0 

1 To 5 
1 To 5 

= criteria + picture(i, j) + picture(1021 
Next j 

Next i 
criteria = (criteria I 50) * 2 

'find centroid 
LineCentroid 
ColumnCentroid 

centroid(1020, 1530, criteria) 
centroid (1530, 1020, criteria) 

'print Cross-Section values 
If flag = False Then 
Range("al") Formula = "Cross-Sections:" 

End If 

Range(Chr(104 + m) & "2") .Formu1a Urn" & Format(m) 

For i 1 To 1530 

i, 1531 - j) 

If flag False Then Range("a" & Format(i + 2» . Formula i 
Range(Chr(104 + m) & Format(i + 2» . Formula picture (LineCentroid, i) 

Next i 

Call frd(LineCentroid, ColumnCentroid, criteria, m) 
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Call Engine{m, criteria, LineCentroid) 

Let flag = True 
Next m 

Next ImageSet 

End Sub 
Sub Engine(m, c, 1) 

peak = Application.WorksheetFunction.Max{Range{Chr(104 + m) & "3:" & Chr(104 + m) & "1532"» 

i '" 765 
Do Until picture(l, i) > picture(l, 765) + 100 

i i-I 
Loop 
troughl i 

i 765 
Do Until picture{l, il > picture{l, 765) + 100 

i i + 1 
Loop 
trough2 i 

Trough = Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(Range(Chr 104 + m) & Format(troughl + 2) & ":" & Chr(104 + m) 
& Format(trough2 + 2») 

For i = 1 To 1530 
Let LineCut(i) '" Range{Chr(104 + m) & Format!i + 2JJ 
Select Case LineCut(i) 
Case peak: Let xPeak = i 
Case Trough: Let xTrough i 

End Select 
Next i 

Let delta '" 5 

PeakAve = Application.WorksheetFunction.Average(Range(Chr(104 + m) & Format«xPeak - delta) + 2) & ":" & 
Chr(104 + m) & Format({xPeak + delta) + 2») 

TroughAve Application.WorksheetFunction.Average(Range(Chr(104 + m) & Format{(xTrough 
2) & :" & Chr(104 + m) & Format«xTrough + (3 * delta) + 2)) 

BackAve c I 2 

'MODULATION 
modulation 

, FlWf11 

(PeakAve - TroughAve) / (PeakAve - BackAve) ., 100 

Fl BackAve + (PeakAve - BackAve) I 2 
j '" 1 
Do Until LineCut(j) > Fl 

j '" j + 1 
Loop 
Let F50xl = j - 2 
j = 1530 
Do Until LineCut(j) > FI 

j = j 1 
Loop 
Let F50x2 + 2 

'PW13.5 
F2 BackAve + (PeakAve BackAve) * 0.135 
j 1 
Do until LineCut(j) > F2 

j = j + 1 
Loop 
Let F135xl = j - 2 
j = 1530 
Do Until LineCut(j) > F2 

j j - 1 
Loop 
Let F135x2 + 2 

If flag = False Then 

(3 ., delta») + 
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Range ("ael") . Formula 
Range ( "ae3 ' ) . Formula 
Range ( "ae4" ) . Formula 
Range ( "ae5" ) . Formula 
Rangel "ae6") . Formula 
Range("ae7"j.Formula 
Rangel"aeS").Formula 
RangeC"ae9").Formula 
Range I .. ael 0") Formula 
Range (" aell" I . Formula 
Range ( "ae12") Formula 
Range("ae13") . Formula 

End If 

Range ( "a" & Chr(10S + mJ 
Range ( "a" &: Chr(lOS + m) 
Range ("a" &: Chr(108 + m) 
Range ("a" & Chr(108 + m) 
Range! "a" &: Chr(108 + m) 
Range ( "a" & Chr(108 + m) 
Range ( "an &: Chr(lOS + m) 
Range ("a" &: Chr(108 + m) 
Range ("an & Chr(lOS + m) 
Range ("a" & Chr(10S + m) 
Range ( "a" & Chr(108 + m) 
Let t2 '" Timer 
Range ( "a" &: Chr(10S + mJ 

End Sub 

Sub LoadArray(FileName$) 

"Characteristics:" 
"xPeak: II 

"Peak: " 
"xTrough: " 
"Trough: 
"Troughl:" 
"Trough2:" 
"Back: " 

"FWHM: If 

"FW13.5:" 
"Mod: " 
"Time: • 

& "2"J . Formula 
&: "3") . Formula 
& "4") . Formula 
&: "S").Formula 
& "6") . Formula 
&: "7 " ) . Formula 
& "S") .Formula 
& "9") .Formula 
& "lO").Formula 
&: "II") . Formula 
& "12") . Formula 

&: "13") . Formula 

Open FileName$ For Input As #1 

For i = 1 To 1020 
Line Input #1, Line$ 
x 1: LineLength : Len(Line$) 

For j = 1 To 1530 
Truck$ 

Urn II & Format(m) 
xPeak 
PeakAve 
xTrough 
TrougbAve 
troughl 
trough2 
BackAve 

F50x2 - F50x1 
F135x2 F135xl 
modulation 

(t2 tll I 60 

Do Until Asc(Mid(Line$, x, 1» 
Truck$ = Truck$ & Mid(Line$, x, 

Loop 

9 Or x LineLength 
11:x=x+1 

If x <> LineLength Then 
picture(i, j) Val (Truck$l 

Else 
picture(i, j) 

End If 

x x + 1 

Next j 
Next i 

Close In 
End Sub 

Val(Truck$ &: Mid(Line$, x, 1» 

FUnction centroid(a, b, c) 

For i 
element 

1 To a 
o 

For j 1 To b 
If b > a Then 
element element + picture(i, j) 

Else 
element 

End If 
Next j 
squash(i) 

Next i 

element + picture(j, i) 

element I b 

Let LineBalance 
Let x = 2 

False 
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Do Until LineBalance True 
Let MomentLeft = 0 
Let y x - 1 
Do Until y = 0 
If squash(y) > c Then MomentLeft 
y = y 1 

Loop 
Let MomentRight = 0 
Let y = x + 1 
Do Until y " a + 1 
If squash(y) > c Then MomentRight 
y " y + 1 

Loop 

MomentLeft + «x - y) * c) 

MomentRight + «y x) * c) 

If MomentLeft >= MomentRight Then Let LineBalance True 
x = x + 1 

Loop 

centroid " x - 1 

End lI'unction 
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Appendix I. PROGRAM TO FIND THE CENTROID 

1. Aim and Method: 

The objective was to develop a code that finds the centroid of a profile accurately so that the cross-section for different 
could be obtained. 

Several apj:)ro2lctlC~s were taken (using the shown in Figure 163): 

1. moment balance was taken with the background. 
2. moment balance was taken without the background. 
3. The width of beam was measured in each row. 
4. The centroid was calculated by a method described in the ST -8 Manual. 

Figure 163: The image used in this appendix -bfsOmOn32.jpg 

2. Results: 

Code used to _~ __ J"~ into array 

Public picture(l To 1020, 1 To 1530) 

SUb zzz() 
Let FileName$ " ·c:/data/20000531/bfsOmOn32.txt" 
Open FileName$ For Input As #1 
For i " 1 To 1020 
Line Input #1, Line$ 
x " 1: LineLength = Len{Line$) 
For j 1 To 1530 

Truck$ 
Do Until Asc(Mid(Line$, x, 1» 9 Or x = LineLength 
Truck$ Truck$ & Mid(Line$. x, 1): x x + 1 

LOOp 
If x <> LineLength Then 
picture(i, j) "Val(Truck$) 

Else 
picture(i, j) "Val(Truck$ & Mid(Line$, x, 1) 

End If 
x " x + 1 

Next j 
Next i 
Close #1 

End. SUb 

Time taken to run: 73 seconds. 
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Method 1 (Intensity moment balance with background): 

Sub BalanceFinder() 
Let t1 Timer 
Sheets("sheet3").Select 
For i = 1 To 1020 

element 0 
For j = 1 To 1530 

element = element + picture(i, j) 
Next j 
Squash(i) 
Range("a" 
Rangel"b" 

Next i 

element I 1530 
& Format(il).Formula 
& Format(i» Formula 

Let LineBalance = False 
Let x = 2 

Do Until LineBalance = True 
Let MomentLeft 0 
Let y x 1 
Do Until y = 0 

i 
Squash(i) 

MomentLeft = MomentLeft + (Ix y) * Squash(y) 
y = y 1 

Loop 
Let MomentRight 0 
Let y x + 1 
Do Until y = 1021 
MomentRight = MomentRight + Ily - xl * Squash(yl) 
y y + 1 

Loop 
If MomentLeft >= MomentRight Then Let LineBa1ance True 
x x + 1 

Loop 
Range ( "cl" ) . Formula 
Range ("dl") . Formula 
Let t2 Timer 
Range("c2").Formula 
Range ( "d2" ) . Formula 

End Sub 

"linecut:" 
x 1 

"time: II 

t2 - t1 

Time taken to run: 3.7 seconds 

The code calculates the "centre of iUnlllfiiOSl1ty" to be at line 479, as seen in 164 by the dashed line. 
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Figure 164: Plot of average line pixel values VIi. line number for method 1. 

It is seen that this is not the centre of the beam. 

Using Method 2 (Intensity moment balance without background): 

Sub BalanceFinder2() 
Let tl Timer 
Sheets("sheet4").Select 
For i = 1 To 1020 

element = 0 
For j = 1 To 1530 

element element + picture(i, j) 
Next j 
Squash(i) element I 1530 
Range("a" & Format(il) .Formula 
Range("b" & Format(i)I.Formula 

Next i 
Let LineBalance 
Let x '" 2 

False 

Do Until LineBalance True 
Let MomentLeft = 0 
Let y '" x 1 
Do Until y 0 

i 
Squash(i) 

If Squash(y) > 200 Then MomentLeft MomentLeft + «x - y) * Squash(y») 
y = y - 1 

Loop 
Let MomentRight 0 
Let y '" x + 1 
Do Until y 1021 
If Squash(y) > 200 Then MomentRight MamentRight + «y xl * Squash(yll 
y y + 1 

Loop 
If MomentLeft >= MomentRight Then Let LineBalance True 
x = x + 1 

Loop 
Range("c1").Formula "linecut: " 

1000 
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Range(nd1").Formula x 1 
Let t2 = Timer 
Range ( "c2") . Formula "time:" 
Range(nd2") .Formula t2 - t1 

End Sub 

Time taken to run: 3.7 seconds 

The code calculates the "centre of IUnnni)Slty 
points with pixel values above 200. 
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Figure 165: Plot of average line pixel values vs.line number for method 2. 

The dashed line appears to be in the centre of the beam. 

Using Method 3 (Measuring the width 

Sub BalanceFinder3() 
Let t1 Timer 
Sheets(nsheet5"j . Select 
maxvalue 0 
For i 1 To 1020 

For j 1 To 1530 

beam in each line): 

If picture{i, j) > maxvalue Then maxvalue = picture(i, 
Next j 

Next i 
For i = 1 To 1020 

= 0 
Do 

j j + 1 
Loop Until 
Let xl j 
j '" 1531 
Do 

j '" j 1 
Loop Until j 

1530 Or picture(i, j) > maxvalue I 2 

1 Or picture(i, j) > maxvalue I 2 

uses those 
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Let x2 j 
Range ( "a" & Format (i) ) . Formula i 
If Sgn(x2 xlI 1 Then Range("b" & Format(il).Formula = x2 xl 

Next i 
Let spotWidth Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(Range("bl:bl530"» 
Range ("cl") .Formula "SpotWidth," 
Range ( "dl n 

) • Formula spotWidth 
Let t2 = Timer 
Range ( "c2 n I . Formula n time, n 

Range ( "d2" ) . Formula t2 tl 
End Sub 

Time taken to run: 7.9 seconds 
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Figure 166: Plot of beam width vs. line number for method 3. 

The line numbers corresponding to the maximum value obtained this method are: 

a. 459 
b. 461 
c. 462 
d. 474 
e. 477 
f. 484 

The mean value: 469.5 

This is within a tenth of a of the result in method 2. 

800 1000 
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Method 4 (Calculation of Centroid): 

Reference: 
CCD Camera Operating Manual for the ST -7 and ST-8 
Santa Barbara Instrument Group 
First Revision, December 1994 

74 

6.7.3. Calculation of Centroids 

__ ~~ __________ ~=-___ ~hcld 

Threshold 

where in the fomru.la above pa,f) intensity value of the pixel at x=XO+i, y= Y o+j. 
Also the Threshold value which will be used as a disc:rimination level in the centroid calculation 
is area and level in the bad:ground 
area. 

Figure 167: Excerpt from manual for method 4. 

The method described here is that of Method 2. 

Conclusion: 

From the above results from the various methods, we shall use Method 2 for the calculation of the centroid to be used in 
obtaining future cross-sections. 
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Appendix J. COMPARING CENTROID RESULTS TO THOSE USING IRAF 

Aim: 

The objective is to compare the centroid calculated by IRAF to the VisualBASIC code based on that written in Appendix 1. 

Results 

Table 5: Method 1 & 2 results compared to lRAF, the brackets are percentages of the IRAF result. 

In Summary and Conclusion: 

Method 1 compresses the image to a one dimensional array and then "balances" the "beam" about a fulcrum by moments 
(pixel distance from fulcrum x n">"~"'" 

Method 2 recognises that the image is not and so instead of taking moments" Method 1), it balances 
the beam without the intensity and only considers those above a threshold value. 

Since the two results are, at worst, within 1.6%, the difference is considered negligible. The VB results are used with 
confidence. In they convenient results that can be used in other calculations from the image instead of asking 
for user input 
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Appendix K. CODE TO FIND THE FOCAL RATIO DEGRADATION 

Objective: 

A code was written to find the centroid, then take incremental steps out in radius from that and add the counts in each 
pixel to the enclosed energy value within that radius, to plot enclosed energy vs. output flnumber. 

Code: 

Sub frd{lc, cc, c, m) 
'Jook at enclosed energy 

Dim eel) 
r '" 125 
Do Until pieture(le, ee + r) < e 

r r + 5 
Loop 
Let rrnax r 
eemax rmax 5 - 25 
ReDim ee(eemax) 

Fori = 1 To 1020 
For j 1 To 1530 
rpixel «le i)" 2 + (ec j) 2)" 0.5 
If rpixel <= rrnax Then 
Let r '" rmax 
Do Until r 120 
If rpixel < r Then ee(r / 5 - 25) ee(r / 5 - 25) + picture!i, j) 
r = r 5 

Loop 
End If 

Next j 
Next i 

'HouseKeeping 
If flag False Then 
Range("p1"j .Formula "FRD - Enclosed Energy:" 
Range{"p2") .Value = 'f/#' 
For i = 0 To eemax 

Range("p" & Format(i + 3» .Value 33.3 / (2 " (i + 25) " 5 " 9 I 1000) 
Next i 

End If 

If 119 + m <= 122 Then 
Range(Chr(119 + m) & "2") . Formula '" "m" & Format(m) 

Else 
Range("a" & Chr(93 + m) & "2") .Formula 

End If 
'frd 
For i 0 To eemax 
If 119 + m <= 122 Then 

"m" & Forrnat(m) 

Range(Chr(119 + m) & Format(i + 3» .Value '" ee(i) I 1919 (eemax) " 100 
Else 

("a" & Chr(93 + m) & Format!i + 3» .Value = ee(i) I ee(eemax) " 100 
End 

Next i 

End Sub 
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Appendix L. OPTIMISING FRD CODE 

The original code used K) would take approximately 25 minutes to run. To analyse many it was realised 
that this time would have to be reduced. 

The original code [sub frd2{ .•• ) below] was like a bulldozer to go through every and identified whether it was 
contained within a certain radius of the centroid and then tallied up the intensities. The program would then repeat itself for the 
next increment in radius until it had enclosed the entire spot. 

The next code [sub frd( ••• ) worked the other way around. It still rastered 
dismissed the pixels that were not to be enclosed and while it was on a particular 
decreased the time to approximately 3 minutes, less than 15% in computing time! 

Sub frd(lc, ce, c, Ill) 
'Jook at enclosed energy 
Dim eel) 
r 125 
Do Until picture(lc, cc r) < c 

r '" r + 5 
Loop 
Let rmax r 
eemax = rmax / 5 25 
ReDim ee(eemax) 

For i " 1 To 1020 
For j " 1 To 1530 
rpixel = «lc - il A 2 + (cc - j) A 2) A 0.5 
If rpixel <= rmax Then 
Let r rmax 
Do Until r 120 
If rpixel < r Then ee(r / 5 25) ee(r / 5 - 25) + picture(i, j) 
r r 5 

Loop 
End If 

Next j 
Next i 

For i " 0 To eemax 
Range("c" & Format(i + 21) .Value Ii + 25) * 5 
Range("d" & Format( + 2» .Value ee(i) 

Next i 

End Sub 

sub frd2(lc, CC, c) 
'look at enclosed energy 
r " 125 
Do Until picture(lc, cc + r) < c 
enclosed = 0 
For i 1 To 1020 

For j = 1 To 1530 
If (lc i) A 2 + (cc j) A 2 < r A 2 Then Let enclosed enclosed + picture(i, j) 

Next j 
Next i 
Rangel"a" & Formatlr / 5 23».Formula r 
Range("b" & Format(r / 5 23» . Formula enclosed 
r = r + 5 

Loop 

End Sub 
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Appendix M. SCRAMBLING EFFECTS 

Objective: 

The is to "l~"li'JUl'"'''' the exit beam from the test fibre to the exit beam of the pupil simulator to an idea of the 
scrambling involved. 

Apparatus: 

1. Pupil Simulator. 
2. Source 
3. Test 

Results: 

To look at the beam: 

700 
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I 
1 • .. . , 
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0 
0' 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 

column number 

Figure 168: Illput beam to fibre. 

The flnumber of this beam (f/4.57) is known. The following widths are then measured: 

Table 6: Full widths 

Where FW(x) corresponds to the width at (x) pixel value. 
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From this table assume a width of 830 or 7.47mm (for 91lm pixels) then f fl# (d) :::: 4.57 
the CCD this distance (-34mm) behind the exit face of the test fibre and record the far field 

Overplotting the two data sets: 

4000,------------------------------------------------

3500+------------------------------------------------

3000 +--------/0--4"1;;;::------------

2500 '---,t, ---~II'/Pi~~~~'l(IF
! 

20OO+-----~-----------~---------------~---------

15oo+-------~t-------------- ---------------~-------

1 

1000+-----~~--------------------------~~~~~~~~~-------

o 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 

Figure 169: Plot of the input and output profiles to and from the fibre. 

"" 34 mm. And then 

The intensities are different because the input beam was recorded with a very fast exposure time to ensure that the CCD did not 
saturate. 

the V"'J,,""'U", code: 

Sub stanO 
Dim pup(1528), out(1528) 
Sheets{"Sheet3").Select 
For i 0 To 1528 
pup(i) Range('b" & Format(i + 2» 
out(i) Range{"c" & Format(i + 2» 

Next i 
puppeak Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(Range "b2:b1530"» 
outpeak Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(Range("c2:c1530"» 
pupback Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(Range("b2:b1530"» 
outback Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(Range("c2:c1530"» 
pupF pupback + (puppeak - pupback) I 2 
outF outback + (outpeak outback) 2 
i 0 
Do Until pup{i) > pupF 
i = i + 1: Loop: Let pupx1 i 
i '" 1528 
Do Until pup(i) > pupF 
i i - 1: Loop: Let pupx2 i 
i = 0 
Do Until outCi) > outF 
i = i + 1: LOop: Let outxl i 
i '" 1528 
Do Until out (i) > outF 
i = i 1: LOOp: Let outx2 i 
For i 0 To 1528 
Range("d" & Format{i + 2» . Formula 
Range("e" & FonnatCi + 2».Fonnula 
Range("f" & Format(i + 2».Formula 
Range("g" & Format(i + 2» . Formula 

Next i 
End Sub 

i + 1 + (1000 
pup(i) 
i + 1 + (1000 
out!i) 

(pupx1 + pupx2) I 2) 

(outx1 + outx2) I 2) 
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The HJUUWlHl< graph is plotted where both beams are centred about 1000 on the horizontal axis. 

4000,-----------------------~~·····---------~·----~---

3500t-------------··--------------------- ~--------------

Output 
3000 

2500 1--------------i--
i 
1 

20oo+-----------~----------------------+_------------

15oot----~-----~-------····~------------~~·····--------~ 

lOOO+---------·····~--------------·---------~------------

500+---------~~ __ ~~~------_f~~~_4r_---------

o 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

Figure 170: Overplot of the two curves with their centroids coinciding about 1000 on tile X-Axis. 

Now if we subtract the background and scale to the same flux we 

~00T_-------------------------------------------------

5000 

4000+-------------~~--~------------~---------------

\ Output 
2000+-----------.r~----_r------------~~------------~ 

\ 
1000 1-------------1'-,-------..;-- ----~----+__--r-----------

·1000 1-------r------,------,----...,-----,------,-----,-----r----,-----, 

o 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

Figure 171: Scaled Dux levels, wllere the areas under botll curves are now equal. Tile scale fador in this case, k ::: 13. 

Where the following code is used: 

Sub start () 
Dim pup(1528), out(1528) 
Sheets ("flux") . Select 
For i = 0 To 1528 
pup(i) Range("b" & Format(i 2» 
out(iJ Range("c" & Format(i + 2» 

Next i 
pupback Application.WorksheetFunction.Average(Range("b2:b101"» 
outback Application.WorksheetFunction,Average(Range("c2:c101 n » 

pupF pupback + (puppeak pupbackJ I 2 
outF outback + (outpeak - outback) I 2 
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i 0 
Do Until pup Ii) > pupF 
i i + 1: Loop: Let pupx1 i 
i = 1528 
Do Until pup(i) > pupF 
i = i - 1: Loop: Let pupx2 i 
i '" 0 
Do Until out!i) > outF 
i = i + 1: Loop: Let outx1 i 
i 1528 
Do Until out!i) > outF 
i i 1: Loop: Let outx2 i 
For i 0 To 1528 

Range ("d" 
Range("e" 
Range (" f" 
Range! "g" 

& Format(i + 2».Formula 
& Format(i + 2») ,Formula 
& Format(i + 2)) ,Formula 
& Format(i + 2».Formula 

i + 1 + (1000 (pupx1 + pupx2) I 2) 
pup(i) - pupback 
i + 1 + (1000 - (outxl + outx2) I 2) 
out!i) - outback 

Next i 
fluxpup 
fluxout 
k = 1 

Application.WorksheetFunction,Sum(Range("e2:e1530"» 
Application.WorksheetFunction,Sum(RangeC n g2:g1530"» 

Do until fluxpup > fluxout 
For i = 0 To 1528 
Range("i" & Format(i + 2».Formula '" k * (pup(i) - pupback) 

Next i 
fluxpup Application.WorksheetFunction. Sum (Range ( "i2: 11530·» 
k = k + 0.5 

Loop 
End Sub 

In the final result k = 13, where k is the factor to scale the input beam by so that the area underneath both curves are equaL 
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Appendix N. BREAKDOWN FOR SUGGESTED TEST RIG 

3 NP M4434 

4 NP M423 Range=25mm 

5 NP SM-50 Vernier Micrometer 
6 NP SM-25 Vernier Micrometer Ran e 25mm 

7 NP FP-2 
8 ES K53-907 
9 ES K54-863 

10 ES K39485 
JJ ES K03-605 

12 ES K32498 
13 ES K4S-217 

14 ES K4541S Tech Spec Achromatic Lens 

15 ES K54-983 Metric 0 tic Mount Max Co onent11rickness: 12mm 

16 ES K54-937 Mountin Posts - 60mm (Metric Units) 
17 ES K36496 SS Mountin Posts - 2.5inch (I erial Units) 
18 NP M-VPH-3 Post Holders - 76mm M6 Thread 

19 ES K39-244 Monochrome High Res ** OS' 6.4*4.8mm 

20 ES K37-822 Toshiba Monitor 
2J Cable 

Table 7: Table of Apparatus, Notes and Descriptions 

It 'Ce I Part Number I Page Quantity Item Price Price 
1 I NP I M-SA-30 ,,30 I OM-15-14 1 $715.00 $715.00 

C+±=! I 1 $15.25 $15.25 
1 $271.00 $271.00 
1 $215.00 $215.00 

5 NP SM-50 OM-16-1O 2 $175.00 $350.00 
6 NP SM-25 OM-16-10 I $88.00 $88.00 

I 7 NP FP-2 P-6-29 4 $349.00 81,396.00 
8 ES K53-907 p 125 1 $44.00 $44.00 
9 ES K54-863 P 125 1 $26.00 $26.00 

10 ES K39485 p59 I $217.00 $217.00 
11 ES K03-605 p 116 1 $60.00 $60.00 

I 
12 ES K32498 p29 2 $55.20 $110.40 
13 ES K45-217 p29 1 $55.20 $55.20 
14 ES K45415 p29 1 $55.20 $55.20 
15 ES K54-983 P 115 4 $33.75 $135.00 

16 ES K54-937 plIO 8 $9.00 $72.00 
17 ES K36496 p 111 3 $10.50 $31.50 
18 NP M·VPH-3 OM-14-2 10 $13.50 $135.00 

19 ES K39-244 p209 1 $385.00 $385.00 
20 ES K37-822 p213 1 $330.00 $330.00 
21 

Table 8: Table of apparatus, c:osts. 
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Note: 

1. NP: NEWPORT 1999/2000 caulloglle: 
a. OM: Optics & Mechanics. 
b. P: Photonics. 

2. ES: Edmund Scientific Optics 2000 '-.... ~~E>y'" 
3. the availability of and mounts to construct the source a."~"'HJIU'J in this design. 

• chosen to ensure that the from the source fibre expands to full beam diameter, also a 
is used to launch the light into the source fibre because it has a small f-number and will excite a 

of modes in the fibre. 
• NOTE #2 f 200 will result in a maj;niticat:ion of 

in an image on the chip of -1jl2mm. 
.....,,, .. "u.uE> a max cladding diameter of -700jlIn, this will result 
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